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Introduction
A development of materials with semiconducting properties in the early 1950-ies led to a
huge expansion of semiconductor technology based mainly on Si and Ge. Later also alternative
semiconducting III-V and II-VI compound materials, like GaAs or CdTe, were explored and
investigated. The first comprehensive study of CdTe material was published in 1959 by de Nobel
[1], in which basic structural, electrical and optical properties of this material were described.
Advantages of CdTe comparing to other wide-spread semiconductors were a direct band gap, high
mobility of carriers and high atomic number. On the other hand, the toxicity of cadmium for the
human body and rareness of tellurium have damped the expansion of the compound in commercial
applications. Despite these aspects, materials based on CdTe have found utilization in various areas
of the optoelectronic industry.
Undoped CdTe can be used for preparation of detecors of X-ray and gamma-ray radiation
and is also used in the solar cells industry. Moreover, CdTe has one of the largest electro-optic
coefficient of the linear electro-optic effect among II-VI compound crystals and in 1970s became
an attractive choice as modulator for infrared lasers working at λ=10.6μm [2]. Cd1-xZnxTe is used
as substrate for the epitaxial growth of Hg1-xCdxTe infrared detectors and also as detector of high
energetic photons.
One of the biggest advantage of Hg1-xCdxTe materials is their suitability for preparation of
infrared radiation detectors [3,4,5]. Since CdTe-related materials have a direct band gap structure,
they exhibit strong optical absorption in the infrared region. The possibility of tuning the width of
the energy bang gap by incorporation of Hg instead of Cd atoms enables preparation of infrared
detectors with a tunable maximal detectivity in the range of λ=1-30μm. Since the absorption of IR
light in HgCdTe is strong, the thickness of HgCdTe detector is usually ~10μm. Thinner layers lead
to weaker absorption efficiency and, on the other hand, thicker material decreases the signal to
noise ratio. HgCdTe layers are prepared by polishing of a bulk material produced by the Bridgman
method to desirable thickness, or are prepared by deposition on a suitable substrate using an
epitaxial technique (LPE, VPE, MOCVD, MBE). Infrared detectors are produced as backside
illuminated detectors, where IR radiation passes through the substrate and is absorbed in a HgCdTe
epilayer deposited on the substrate backside. Hence, substrates should exhibit minimal absorption
of the incident IR light, their lattice constant should be close to the lattice constant of HgCdTe layer
due to the interface stress minimization and should have similar thermal expansion coefficient as
readout silicon electronics. Concerning these demands, several possible materials like Si, Ge,
sapphire or CdZnTe can be taken into account. Among these substrates, CdZnTe has a relatively
high transmissivity in the infrared region (above 60%), an excellent matching of the lattice
constants and an acceptable difference of the thermal expansion comparing to the silicon-based
readout electronics. These reasons have led to a proliferation of CdTe-based substrates in the
infrared imaging industry. With improving of the epitaxial layer quality and minimization of pixels
in IR array detectors was found out, that structural defects on the substrate surface (especially
inclusions with the size up to tens of micrometers) significantly affect the quality of deposited
epitaxial films [6,7,8].
CdTe-based material has also found utilization as room temperature X-ray and γ-ray
detectors. From the 19th century a photographic plate has been used for detection of X-ray and
gamma-ray radiation. During the second part of the 20th century the photographic plate was
1

replaced by ionization chambers and scintillators. From mid-nineties materials based on semiinsulating CdTe showed increased interest to be used in applications, which require high resolution
and spectroscopic imaging in medical and security industry [9]. Advantages of CdTe material
comparing to other wide-spread semiconductors (like Si:Li, Ge:Li, high purity Ge (HPGe) or HgI2)
are the absorption efficiency of high-energetic photons due to high atomic number Z and wide band
gap allowing the fabrication of a highly resistive material (ρ>108Ωcm) enabling the usage of
detectors at room temperature. In recent years, problems with charge collection efficiency due to
the detector polarization and the presence of second phase defects have limited the improvement of
the detector quality.
In the first part of this work a theory of the crystal growth, defects present in the material
and basic properties of CdTe is summarized. The following section describes used experimental
techniques and the last part is focused on presentation of original results. Research is aimed at
analysis of second phase defects present in CdTe and their reduction by a post-growth thermal
treatment. Moreover, in case of substrate-grade CdZnTe material, annealing experiments are also
focused on improvement of the infrared transmittance in the application interesting region at about
λ~10μm. In case of CdTe-based radiation detectors, the thermal treatment is aimed at conservation
of the material resistivity at value above ρ>108Ωcm. One chapter is devoted to “in-situ” hightemperature transport measurements of CdTe crystals with different doping. The last part of the
work deals of an influence of an annealing treatment under various annealing conditions on the
infrared transmittance of CdTe in the energy range of 0.1-1.5eV. The work is finished by the
summary of obtained results and their interpretation.
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1. Properties of CdTe
1.1. Crystal structure
II-VI compound cadmium telluride (CdTe) crystallizes in a cubic zinc-blende structure.
This structure is formed by a pair of interpenetrating face centered cubic (fcc) sublattices offset
from each other by one quarter of a unit cell body diagonal (Fig.1.1). One sublattice contains only
Cd atoms, the second one only Te atoms. The lattice constant of stoichiometric CdTe is 6.4825Å.
Chemical bonds between cadmium and tellurium atoms are ionic-covalent with prevalent portion of
the ionic bond (Fig.1.2). Atomic orbitals are mixed and form new sp3 hybrid orbitals.

Fig.1.2: Valence charge densities of CdTe [11].

Fig.1.1: Zinc-blende crystal
structure [10].

1.2. Mechanical properties
Plastic deformation and stress experiments indicate that CdTe has low hardness at all
temperatures and especially near the melting point [12]. The density of CdTe is 5.85 g/cm3 and the

Fig.1.3: Band structure of CdTe [11].
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hardness is approximately 45 kg/mm2.

1.3. Band structure
CdTe is a semiconductor with a direct band gap structure with the forbidden gap of about
1.5eV at room temperature. The band structure has been acquired using various numerical (density
functional theory, nonlocal pseudopotential method, local density approximation) and experimental
(reflectivity, transmisivity, X-ray measurements) methods [10] and is plotted in Fig.1.3. The



valence band consists of three bands, two of them are degenerated at k  0 , the third sub-band is
split-off by the spin-orbital coupling. The conduction band and the light hole valence band are nonparabolic.

Fig.1.4: Modulation of band gap and lattice constant of CdTe by incorporation of Zn or Hg instead of Cd
atoms [13].

The width of CdTe bandgap depends on the temperature T and external pressure P.
Recently, the temperature dependence of the bandgap was measured up to 1000K with the result
[14]:

E g T   1.5860 5.9117 104

T2
T  160

(1.1)

Isothermal compression measurements lead to a more general term [15]:

E g T , P   1.606  0.070P  3.763 104

T2
T  60.28

(1.2)

The forbidden band gap width at room temperature can be modulated by a substitution of
Cd atoms by atoms of Zn or Hg in the cadmium sublattice. The possibility of preparation of ternary
compounds HgxCd1-xTe or CdxZn1-xTe enables to prepare materials with a bandgap in the energy
range of 0-2.5eV (Fig.1.4). Another important parameter, especially in the infrared detector
industry, is also the lattice constant of the material. Commercially interesting infrared detectors
Hg0.8Cd0.2Te are mostly grown on Cd0.96Zn0.04Te substrates due to matching of lattice constants,
which suppress the formation of an interface stress.
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1.4. Crystal growth
In this chapter the basic thermodynamic theory of solidification and various technologies of
crystal growth will be described based on [16]. The last part of the chapter is focused on a
description of CdTe crystallization using the Bridgman method.

1.4.1 Equilibrium solidification
At the beginning of the crystal growth, the starting material is inserted to the ampoule and
warmed-up slightly up to the melting temperature, then the material is held at temperature above
the melting point for homogenization of the melt. Afterwards, the temperature of the melt slowly
decreases down to the room temperature. The transformation of the melt to solid can be described
by processes in a thermodynamic system as changes of thermodynamic potentials. Processes at
constant pressure during which the volume is changed only slightly, what corresponds with the
solidification of the melt, can be described by a change of the free energy F:
dF  dU  TdS  SdT
(1.3)
where U is the internal energy, S is the entropy and T is temperature. On the other hand, the
stability of the thermodynamic system is characterized by the minimum of the Gibbs free energy G:
(1.4)
dG  dH  TdS  SdT  dU  TdS  SdT  VdP  pdV
where H is the enthalpy, V is the volume and P is the pressure of the system. In case of isobaric and
isochoric processes the last two equation terms in equation (1.4) can be neglected. This leads to
formally identical equations (1.3) and (1.4). Hence, for description of stability of the
thermodynamic system the minimum of the free energy can be used. Minimums of the free energy
in dependence on the system composition and system temperature can be derived and plotted as an
isobaric phase T-x diagram. Fig.1.5 shows simplified phase T-x diagram of binary compound
formed from components A and B. At high temperatures above the liquidus line, the system
consists of a liquid solution; between the liquidus and solidus line the system consists of the
mixture of a liquid solution and solid and bellow the solidus line the system consists of solid.
Ideally, an infinitely slow temperature decrease of the liquid phase and its transformation
(so called equilibrium solidification) to the solid is plotted in Fig.1.6 (detail of the Fig.1.5). At
temperature T1 the equilibrium state is given by the point 1 in the phase diagram. At this state, the

Fig.1.5: Equilibrium isobaric phase T-x diagram of
the binary compound.
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Fig.1.6: Temperature dependence of the liquid
and solid phase composition during equilibration
solidification [17].

whole system consists of the liquid solution with the composition x. When the temperature reaches
the value T2 , the system state is given by the point 2 laying on the liquidus curve and particles of
the solid phase appear. The composition of appearing particles x2S is given by the point S 2 on the
solidus line, the composition of the liquid solution remains x. During a gradual decreasing of the
temperature to values T3 and T4 the system phase state is given by points 3 and 4 inside of the
two-phase area between the liquidus and solidus lines. The composition of the solid phase is
gradually changing ( S2  S3  S4  .. ) as well as the composition of the liquid solution
( L2  L3  L4  .. ). Mutual ratio of the liquid phase (l) and the solid phase (s) in the saturated
solution (l+s) is given by the lever rule:
nl ( x  xl )  ns ( xs  x)

(1.5)

where x is the system composition, x l and x s are molar atomic fractions of liquid and solid, n l
and n s is a material amount in the liquid and solid phase, respectively. Since the first solid
particles solidify with the composition S 2 , it is necessary to suppose, that the temperature decrease
is slow enough to equilibration of the composition differences in particles solidified at different
temperatures by a diffusion mechanism. At temperature T5 all liquid droplets solidify. At
temperature T6 the whole system consist of one-phase solid material with the composition x and
the crystal ingot has the same composition x along its entire length.

`
Fig.1.7: The profile of the accumulation layer across of the crystallization interface during steady-state
solidification and the origin of the constitutional supercooling ahead of the planar solidification front.
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1.4.2. Steady-state solidification
In practice, the cooling rate during the compound solidification is too rapid to allow
substantial diffusion in the solid phase. In addition, there is only a weak stirring or convection in
the melt. The solute (enriched by a component B with the composition L2 in Fig.1.6) rejected from
the solid with the composition S2 in Fig.1.6 is only transported away by diffusion. Hence, a zone
enriched by a component B appears in the liquid phase ahead of the crystallization interface. This
situation is sketched in Fig.1.7. If the solidification proceeds at a constant rate v, it can be shown
that the steady state is finally obtained when the interface temperature reaches T5 in Fig.1.6. The
liquid adjacent to the solid then has a composition x0 k d and the solid is formed with the bulk
composition x 0 (corresponds to the composition x in Fig.1.6). This situation is called a steadystate solidification. From the solution of the diffusion equation for steady-state growth it can be
written the concentration profile in the liquid:




1  kd
x 


x L  x0 1 
exp 
 D 

kd
v 



 

(1.6)

where D is diffusivity in the liquid and k d is a segregation coefficient of the component B:

kd 

xS
xL

(1.7)

where x S and x L are the mole fractions of the component B in the solid and liquid in equilibrium
at given temperature, respectively. In (1.6) x L decreases exponentially from x0 k d at the interface
to x 0 at large distances from the interface. The concentration profile has a characteristic width of

D v.
As a result of the varying liquid concentration ahead of the solidification front there is a
corresponding variation of the solidification temperature (the liquidus temperature) given by the
line TL in Fig.1.7. On the other hand, the actual temperature of the liquid follows line such as TG .
If applied temperature gradient represented by TG is less than the critical value shown in Fig.1.7
the liquid in front of the solidification interface exists below its equilibrium melting temperature
and is supercooled. At this state, thermodynamic instabilities at the crystallization front and a
premature solidification leading to creation of second phase defects enriched by a component B can
occur. Therefore, for the most stable steady-state crystallization an applied temperature gradient
should be as close as possible to the critical gradient sketched in Fig.1.7.

1.4.3. Crystal growth methods
Until these days various growth methods for preparation of compound crystals have been
developed. The most frequent methods and their derivations are based on the Czochralski and
Bridgman method, which are described in the following section.
Czochralski method
Generally, the Czochralski method is one of the most widespread method used for
semiconducting crystals preparation. The technique is based on pulling of the crystal from the melt.
At the beginning, a seed crystal, mounted on a rod, is dipped into the molten material and pulled
upwards. Simultaneously with crystal pulling, the crystal rod and a crucible with a melt rotate in
7

opposite direction. Unfortunately, this growth technique is not suitable for CdTe preparation due to
large temperature instabilities and high thermal stress during solidification.
Bridgman method
This technique is based on solidification of the melt sealed in an ampoule moving in the
temperature gradient. During the crystal growth one ampoule end is held at lower temperature to
define a component vapor pressure of the system (PCd). The melt composition is controlled by the
vapor pressure leading to crystallization of the material with well defined composition. The growth
proceeds by a mechanical movement of the ampoule or the furnace (Fig.1.8), respectively. Many
modifications of the Bridgman method have been developed until these days. In the industrial
production both vertical and horizontal configuration is used.
Vertical gradient freeze method
The Vertical Gradient Freeze (VGF) technique is a relatively simple modification of the
Bridgman method. Temperature gradient necessary for the solidification of the melt is not shifted
mechanically, but is modulated electronically in the furnace coil (Fig.1.8). Both, Bridgman and
VGF techniques are widely used for production of Cd0.96Zn0.04Te substrates and Cd0.9Zn0.1Te:In(or
Al) detectors.

Fig.1.8: The difference between the Bridgman and the Vertical Gradient Freeze method. Bridgman
method is based on a mechanical movement of the crucible or a mechanical movement of the furnace
resulting in a change of the temperature gradient. Contrary to this, the temperature gradient in VGF
method is gradually shifted electronically along the ampoule.

Travelling heater method
The zone refining technique is a method developed to purification of metal elements from
impurities. Analogous method has been utilized for purification of crystals or even crystal growth
and is called “Travelling heater method” (THM). Polycrystalline material is placed into an
evacuated chamber or into an inert gas purge. A movable radio-frequency heating coil is used to
produce local melted zone moving from the top to the end of the polycrystal. Floating zone
engorges impurities with segregation coefficient lower than 1 (e.g. Na, Li, Ag, K..[18]) and usually
monocrystalic material is solidified behind the floating zone. The moving rate of the zone is very
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slow (<5mm/day) to suppress the constitutional supercooling effect. This method is successfully
used for production of high-resistive CdTe:Cl detectors.

1.4.4. Growth of CdTe crystals
Prevalent growth techniques used for preparation of CdTe crystals are derived from the
Bridgman method (vertical BM, horizontal BM, VGF) or from the THM technique. In the

Fig.1.9: 3D illustration of 3-phase line denoted VLS and SLV are shown (from [19]). VLS curve
represents cadmium saturated part of the 3-phase line, SLV depicts tellurium saturated part of the 3-phase
line. S=V represents the sublimation line.

following text, thermodynamic aspects of the CdTe crystal growth using the Bridgman method will
be described.
CdTe is a binary compound. If the thermodynamic system contains θ phases and consists
of c components, then the number of degrees of freedom Φ is given by the Gibbs phase rule
  c    2 . During CdTe solidification two phases (liquid and solid, θ=2) and two components
Cd and Te (c=2) are present and the number of degrees of freedom is then equal 2. Therefore, for a
given compound composition the equilibrium can be achieved in a certain interval of intensive
quantities – temperature and pressure of the system. This leads to formation of a three-dimensional
system given by the system composition x, temperature T and partial pressure P. Part of the 3dimensional P-T-x phase diagram (solidus and liquidus lines) is displayed in Fig.1.9 [19]. As can
be seen, properties of the system are hardly readable within the 3D-phase diagram and its
projections into T-x diagram (Fig.1.10) and P-T diagram (Fig.1.11) are usually used for the system
description.
The equilibrium T-x diagram is plotted in Fig.1.10. In the region 1 melt with given
composition is in the thermodynamic equilibrium, the region 2 corresponds to the mixture of solid
and melt, in the region 3 a solid state is in the equilibrium and finally the 4 th region represents two
solid phases with different compositions. The region 3 determinate by the solidus line constitutes
9

Fig.1.10: Equilibrium T-x diagram of CdTe [20].

Fig.1.11: Equilibrium P-T diagram of CdTe (based on [21]). PCd and PTe2 represent the 3-phase line
S

S

at pressure given by cadmium and tellurium vapor, respectively. PCd and PTe2 are the stoichiometric
G

G

lines and PCd and PTe2 are the sublimation lines.
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the stability region of the CdTe compound.
The second projection of the 3-D P-T-x diagram forms the equilibrium P-T diagram
showed in Fig.1.11. The stability region is defined by the area within the 3-phase line, at which all
three phases (solid, liquid and vapor) are in the equilibrium. The stoichiometric line describes the
situation, when the atomic ratio of Cd and Te in the crystal lattice is 1:1. The sublimation line
represents an equilibrium state of the solid and vapor phase leading to sublimation of the solid
material.
Beside the certain composition of the melt, temperature at the crystallization interface and
pressure of the system has to be controlled during the crystallization. From the equilibrium
thermodynamics and the Pascal law implies that pressure of the system is determined by the
pressure in the coldest place of the system. The pressure is then controlled by the partial pressure
formed above the cadmium (tellurium) source placed in the coldest place of the evacuated system.
The pressure of the system is determined by the Dalton’s law at constant temperature and volume:
Ptot  PCd  PTe2
(1.8)
Partial pressures are linked by the equilibrium constant:

 G0 
  K CdTe
PCd PTe1 22  exp
(1.9)

 RT 
where R is molar gas constant and G0 is a standard Gibbs potential (standard state for gasses is
usually an ideal gas at pressure 101.325kPa at given temperature). Experimental temperature
dependence of G0 is [22]:

G 0  2.975  1.360 103 T .
(1.10)
An ideal crystal growth using the Bridgman method is based on solidification of the melt
with a stoichiometric composition using starting materials as pure as possible (6N-7N). During the
solidification, the system state proceeds through the congruent melting point (labeled by
temperature 1092°C in the T-x diagram in Fig.1.10 and by the point CMP in the P-T diagram in
Fig.1.11), where the melt and occurring solid state have the same composition. As the melt is
solidified, the system state should follow the solidus line in the T-x diagram and simultaneously the
stoichiometric line in the P-T diagram by control of the crystal temperature and PCd of the system.
As can be seen in Fig.1.11 the CMP is slightly shifted to the composition with tellurium enrichment
and after the solidification of the melt is necessary to shift the system state toward the
stoichiometric line. After cooling of the crystal to room temperature a material with stoichiometric
composition should be obtained. However, described situation represents only an ideal case of
solidification. During the real crystal growth various deviations from the presented situation can
occur.
Finally, it is necessary to note that described solidification process is very similar also for
the crystal growth of Cd0.96Zn0.04Te and Cd0.9Zn0.1Te. It is expected that in case of such small
concentration of Zn in CdTe the T-x and P-T diagrams as well as equations (1.9) and (1.10) differ
from there for CdTe only slightly.
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1.5. Point defects
1.5.1. Native point defects
In an ideal crystal all atoms form an ideal crystalline lattice. However, this situation is
theoretically possible only at T  0K . At nonzero temperature, deviations from the ideal
distribution of atoms occur and native defects are formed. In a binary compound AB cation and
anion vacancies VA , VB, interstitials Ai, Bi, antisite defects BA, AB, and complex defects like
vacancy-antisite complex BAVA can be created (see Fig.1.12).

Fig.1.12: Types of defects in a crystal lattice [33]. The notation in this picture represents A, B – crystal
atoms, V – vacancy, I – interstitial, C – impurity atom.

Properties of native point defects are well described by considering the equilibrium
between a non-stoichiometric solid phase and some external phase defined by the activities of the
material components [23]. An analysis of such an equilibrium leads to knowledge about the two
fundamental quantities characterizing point defects: (i) the formation energy and (ii) the spectrum
of energy levels in the semiconductor gap. In the following the principles and the main relations
describing defect equilibrium within the quasi-chemical formalism are derived.
First the case of vacancy of the atom A in II-VI compound AB is considered. Anion
vacancies (VA) are supposed to introduce two acceptor ionization energy levels in the bandgap.
These levels are labeled by E A1 and E A2 , corresponding to the first and the second ionization state
respectively ( E A2  E A1 ). Equilibrium with an external phase containing A in the vapor (Ag) is
written as:

AB  V A B  Ag
Mass-action law leads to

V   K
0
A

VA0

(1.11)

/ PA

(1.12)

where the concentration of neutral VA is related to the reaction constant K V 0 and to the partial
A

pressure PA of A in the vapor phase. The reaction constant can be expressed in terms of the
formation energy parameters: enthalpy H V 0 and entropy S V 0
A

A

 HV 0 
 SV 0
A 
K V 0  (k B T ) 5 / 2 (2m A ) 3 / 2 h 3 exp 
exp A
 k BT 
 kB
A
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(1.13)

where mA is the mass of A, h is the Planck’s constant and kB in the Boltzmann’s constant. The last
expression holds when concentrations are expressed in site fractions and pressure in atmospheres.
The formation enthalpy H is more readily accessible to experiments and theory and is often quoted

 

as the formation energy itself. The concentrations of singly and doubly ionized vacancies V A and

V  respectively, are given by the ionization relations
V   g / g exp E kT E V 
2
A


A

F

V A

V   g

V A0





A1

0
A



(1.14)

 E F  E A2  
 VA
/ gV  exp
(1.15)

A
kT


where the g-s are degeneracy factors relative to the labeled ionization states. EF is the Fermi level
energy, the position of which depends on the electronic equilibrium in the solid, formulated by the
electrical neutrality condition
2
A

VA2 

 

   

n  V A  2 V A2  N A  p  N D

(1.16)

where n and p are the free electron and hole concentrations, N A and N D are concentrations of any
foreign ionized donor and acceptor impurities, respectively. Similar formalism can be also applied
to other types of defects like A interstitial (Ai)
(1.17)
Ag  Ai

A   K
0
i

Ai0

PA

(1.18)

or antisite BA

2 AB  B A B  2 Ag

B   K
0
A

BA0

(1.19)

/ PA2 .

(1.20)

Calculated formation energies of particular neutral native point defects in CdTe are listed
in Tab.1.1 [24]. There are two interstitial sites in the zinc-blende structure. One site is surrounded
by anions (a) and the other one by cations (c). For neutral Cdi the lowest possible formation energy
is ΔH(Cdi0)=2.04eV. Cadmium antisite defect CdTe hasn’t been observed experimentally and is only
predicted from numerical calculations [24].
Energy levels of the most frequent native point defects are presented in Fig.1.13. These
levels correspond to electrically active ionized native defects, which have been observed using
various experimental methods (PICTS, DLTS, TEES, PL, Hall effect measurements..) [10].
Dominant donor-like native defects in Cd-rich crystals are singly ionized Cd i , doubly ionized
2
. The main acceptor-like native defects are monovalent and divalent
Cd i2 and doubly ionized TeCd

Tab.1.1: Formation energies of native point defects in CdTe at neutral charged state [24].

defect
VCd
Tei
Cdia
Cdic

Formation
energy ΔH in
CdTe (eV)
1.88
2.62
1.47
1.25

defect
VTe
TeCd
CdTe
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Formation
energy ΔH in
CdTe (eV)
2.45
2.91
3.13

Fig.1.13: Scheme of energy levels of the most common native defects, impurities and dopants in CdTe
[10,25,26]. Red lines represent donor levels, blue lines denote acceptor levels.


2
VCd
and VCd
, respectively. In contrast to VCd
, which energy level is intended more or less
2
precisely, the energy level of VCd
varies from 0.2 to 0.45 eV depending on the used measurement

technique [10].

1.5.2. Extrinsic point defects
Since it is not possible to prepare absolutely pure CdTe crystals, the extrinsic defects play
important role in the point defect structure of CdTe. Extrinsic defects can be divided into (i)
impurities uncontrollable present in crystals and (ii) dopants specially introduced into the crystal to
modify the physical and chemical properties of the material (see Fig.1.13). The main aim is to
prepare material with impurity concentrations as low as possible to attenuate their influence on the
crystal properties. The concentration level of impurities should be lower than the concentration of
the native point defects, which is about 1015cm-3 at room temperature. This goal is successfully
reached by combination of purification methods (i) repeated vacuum distillation and (ii) zone
refining. Such methods result in impurity content at the level about 1015-1016cm-3. Typical
uncontrollable impurities are Cu, Li, Na, Ag, K and O. The formation energies of neutral and
ionized impurity-related point defects are listed in ref. [24] and their energy levels are plotted in
Fig.1.13. Contrary to impurities, dopants are atoms which are intentionally introduced to the
material resulting in changing of its physical properties. The most important ones are indium and
chlorine dopants. Both behave as shallow donors and together with a cadmium vacancy create also
an acceptor-like complex defect called “A-center”. In case of indium doping, indium atoms are
embedded in the cadmium sublattice and form a shallow donor with the ionization energy

2
EiIn  14.15meV . Interaction of InCd
with a divalent cadmium vacancy VCd
on the closest

available site form an additional monovalent acceptor-like A-center VCd  InCd  . The binding


energy of the indium A-center is 140meV. Contrary to indium, chlorine doping atoms are
incorporated in the tellurium sublattice and form more stable donor-like defects with the ionization
2

energy EiCl  14.48meV . The chlorine A-center consisting of VCd
and ClTe
exhibits the binding

energy of about 120meV.

1.5.3. Compensation of CdTe
Many of point defects present in the crystal are electrically active. Impurity compensation
refers to the fact, that the doping efficiency is reduced by the presence of oppositely charged point
14

defects or complexes [10]. It is common to distinguish between different cases, depending on the
compensation degree. In well-defined n-type (or p-type) material, increasing of the doping level is
compensated by formation of oppositely charged native defects. However, strong compensation of
charged defects doesn’t occur. In strongly compensated (semi-insulating) case, the compensation
is based on precise compensation of shallow charged defects and presence of one deep level
responsible for the pinning of the Fermi level in the midgap position.
Self-compensation
If we consider well defined n-type material doped by In with concentration [In],
compensation is then attributed to two main native acceptor defects: doubly ionized acceptor VCd
and singly ionized indium A-center (VCd-InCd). Electrical neutrality and mass conservation are
expressed by:

      



2
2

n  InCd
 VCd
 2 VCd
  VCd
 InCd


In  InCd
 VCd2  InCd  

 


(1.21)
(1.22)

where n is the free electron concentration. Equation (1.22) implies that the indium donor and the
acceptor complex are fully ionized in n-type CdTe at the doping temperature. Ionization of VCd is
described by the relations (omitting the degeneracy factors):

V   V exp E k TE

Cd

0
Cd

F



V   V exp 2E

1

B





(1.23)



(1.24)


where T is the temperature. E1 and E2 represent the first and second ionization levels of the vacancy
2
Cd

0
Cd

F

 E1  E2
k BT

0
in the band gap, respectively. VCd
designates the neutral cadmium vacancy the concentration of

which is directly linked to the Cd chemical potential in the external phase (in case of a gaseous
phase given by the partial pressure PCd). One clearly sees from (1.23) and (1.24) that the
concentrations of negatively charged vacancies increase for increasing of the Fermi level due to

enhancing of [ InCd
] . This situation represents the self-compensation effect in well-defined n-type

material.
Similar description can be written for well-defined p-type material. In this case, CuCd or PTe
are used as a doping material. Compensating native point defects to be considered are doubly
ionized donors Cd i2 and VTe2  .
Semi-insulating state
Strong compensation of point defects can lead to a semi-insulating (SI) state. It makes
possible such important applications as optical modulators and radiation detectors [10]. Preparation
of semi-insulating CdTe only by balanced concentration of shallow donors and acceptors is
practically impossible. Beside similar concentration of dominant shallow donors and acceptors also
a deep donor/acceptor level is necessary to fix the position of the Fermi level in the midgap. For ntype high-resistive material a strong compensation occurs when:
N D  N A  N D  N DD 
(1.25)
where ND represents the concentration of shallow donors, NDD deep donor level and NA shallow
acceptors. In this situation the Fermi energy drops from a position close to the shallow
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impurity/doping level to pin at the deep level. Analogical equation can be written for strong
compensation of a p-type material.
The situation with preparation of semi-insulating CdTe is quite complicated. The
concentration of residual acceptor impurities (CuCd, LiCd, NaCd…) in undoped CdTe is at level
~1015cm-3. Moreover, also the concentration of VCd in the crystal grown under Te-rich conditions is
at the same level. Therefore, undoped CdTe crystals are usually low-resistive p-types with p~10151016cm-3. For the compensation of shallow acceptors, CdTe is intentionally doped by In, Cl or Al in
the concentration range from 1016cm-3 to few 1017cm-3, which must be higher than the total
concentration of shallow acceptors. Doping leads to formation of shallow singly ionized donor


states InCd
, Cl Te or AlCd
and simultaneously to formation of acceptor complexes created by singly

2
ionized shallow doping donor and VCd
. Consequently the concentration of all electrically active

shallow donors and shallow acceptors is close to each other. For pinning of the Fermi energy close
to midgap a deep midgap level is necessary. The deep level can be incorporated intentionally to the
material by Ge or Sn doping. These elements form deep levels at concentrations of about 1015cm-3.
However, such a concentrations of deep levels degrade the operation of X-ray and γ-ray CdTe
detectors. Optimal deep level concentration was found to be lower than 1011cm-3. This
concentration can be reached without doping of the material by deep impurities. In CdTe crystal
always one or more deep levels with such a concentration are present. However, the origin of these
levels is still not completely clear. In few works one of them is attributed to the native defect TeCd.
Finally, strong compensated CdTe exhibits resistivity higher than 10 8Ωcm. Nevertheless, the
reproducibility of production of SI CdTe crystals is not high. Hence, one of the main goals of the
research in presence is to find reproducible methods of preparation of SI CdTe either by an
improvement of crystal growing techniques or by application of post-growth annealing steps.

1.5.4. Segregation of extrinsic defects
The distribution of extrinsic defects (impurities, dopants) along the ingot (especially if the
Bridgman method or the VGF method is used) is not constant, however, is determined by the
segregation coefficient kd (see the equation (1.7)) of certain impurity/dopant in CdTe given by the
Scheil-Gulliver expression [18]:

C S z   k d C0 1  z  d

k 1

(1.26)

where C0 is the initial concentration of extrinsic defect in the charge and z represents the fractional
distance from the first to freeze Tab.1.2: Segregation coefficients of most common extrinsic
part of the ingot. The segregation defects in CdTe [18].
coefficient kd is defined as the extrinsic
Segregation
extrinsic
Segregation
ratio of the mole fraction of the
defect
coefficient
defect
coefficient
extrinsic defect in the crystal to
Zn
4
In
~0.1
that in the liquid. Segregation
Li
0.3
Cl
0.005
coefficients of most common
Na
0.02
Al
0.1
impurities/dopants in CdTe are
Cu
0.2
Ag
0.009
listed in Table 1.2.
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1.6. Line defects
During solidification of the melt an ideal crystal without structural defects should be
created. However, crystals are usually grown in a crucible, what leads to formation of an additional
stress in the solidified material. This stress is relaxed by formation of line discontinuities in the
crystal lattice – dislocations. Generally, dislocations are formed randomly within the whole crystal
grain. A systematic research of dislocations in CdTe induced by a mechanical stress was performed
by Schreiber et al. [27]. After application of well defined stress on the CdTe surface, dislocation
loops in preferential crystallographic directions were formed (Fig.1.14). Induced dislocations
formed star-shaped rosettes in <110> directions with the size tens of micrometers. The
concentration of dislocations can be evaluated by etch-pits density measurements, during which
dislocations perpendicular to the surface are revealed on surface by etching of the material using
specialized etchants [28]. Their typical density in CdTe is at level about 104-105cm-3.

Fig.1.14: Theoretical description and experimental investigation of dislocations on (111) Te-oriented
CdTe surface. Mechanically induced tension is relaxed by formation of dislocations in <110> directions
[27].

1.7. Plane defects
Solidification of the melt should proceed under very stable conditions in a crucible with as
pure as possible walls. However, residual impurity clusters present on the crucible walls, crucible
asperity or vibrations behave as nucleation centers. These effects cause a formation of higher
number of smaller crystal grains, what results in a polycrystalline material formed by small grains
with slightly different crystallographic orientations. Planes between individual grains are grain
boundaries, which often significantly affect the electrical and thermal properties of materials and
also play role as nucleation centers for precipitation of new phases from the solid. CdTe crystals
prepared by the Bridgman method (or by its modifications) are generally polycrystalline.
Nevertheless, the size of grown grains is usually sufficient (about few centimeters in diameter) for
preparation of monocrystalic pieces used as substrates for IR radiation detectors or as X-ray and γray detectors.
Very often a specific grain boundary – twin boundary – can be found in CdTe crystals.
Crystal twinning occurs when two separate crystals share some of the same crystal lattice points in
a symmetrical manner. The origin of twin boundaries in CdTe is not completely clear until these
days.
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1.8. Second phase defects
An ideal process of CdTe crystallization was described in chapter 1.4.4. However, real
crystal growth is much more complicated at least due to the complex shape of the solidus line
plotted in Fig.1.10, which is in detail shown in Fig.1.15. During the crystal growth and following
cooling process down to the room temperature two types of second phase defects can be created
[18,29,30]: a) inclusions – defects with size up to tens of micrometers formed during solidification
of the melt and b) precipitates – new second phases with size up to tens of nanometers created
during cooling of the crystal.

1.8.1. Inclusions
During solidification of the melt, composition deviations from the thermodynamic
equilibrium can occur. Solidification of the melt in local places of the crystallization interface
doesn’t proceeds through the CMP and two different phases - solid and melt with nonstoichiometry
composition – are formed. The process of real crystallization is depicted in Fig.1.15 by the blue
line. In the region marked by the red arrow the system passes through the two phase region, where
thermal fluctuations on the crystallization interface lead to creation of Te-rich droplets. This effect
can be emphasized by the effect of a constitutional supercooling, which occurs in front of the
crystallization interface, where an accumulation of excess tellurium appears (see also the chapter
1.4.2.). The solution at the solid-liquid interface is depleted of Cd and becomes more telluriumrich. As a consequence, the liquidus temperature at the interface is lower than that of the rest melt.
This encourages a dendritic growth through undepleted regions and subsequent entrapment of Terich droplets. With decreasing temperature, CdTe from Te-rich droplets crystallizes leading to
reduction of their size and after their solidification inclusions are formed.

Fig.1.15: Detail of the stability region of CdTe defined by the solidus lines (based on [21]).
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1.8.2. Precipitates
Cooling of the crystal continues along the blue line between the solidus lines. The excess of
tellurium in the crystal is smaller than the maximal solubility limit given by the solidus line. With
decreasing temperature, the solubility limit starts to be retrograde. At certain temperature the Te
excess reaches the solubility limit (break of the blue line) and with further cooling of the crystal the
tellurium excess starts to diffuse out from the material (blue arrow). However, the diffusion rate of
Te also decreases with decreasing temperature. Hence, at certain temperature the tellurium excess
remains in the crystal lattice and starts to nucleate resulting in formation of a second phase –
precipitates.
Precipitates can be created in the solid
randomly in the whole volume (homogeneous
precipitation) or in energetically favorable places
(heterogeneous precipitation) [16]. Formation of
precipitates can be described using basic
thermodynamic quantities. First we will consider
a homogeneous precipitation. The surface energy
Eζ of a new interface between the initial and
originating new phase is the energy reacting
against the formation of new a precipitate. The
formation of precipitate is energetically favorable
when the “volume” energy (free enthalpy) of a
Fig.1.16: Dependence of the free energy on
new phase is lower than energy of an initial state.
the size of an occurring precipitate.
δG represents a change of the Gibbs potential
connected with a precipitate formation; and can be written as a sum of δGg describing the
difference of free enthalpy of an initial phase g1 and an originating phase g2, and δGζ connected
with a formation of the phase interface. Assuming that G  F we can write:

F  Fg  F

(1.27)

F  E S p

(1.28)

Fg  V p  f 2  f1 

(1.29)

where Vp and Sp is volume and surface of occurring precipitate; f1 and f2 is free energies of phase 1
and 2 per volume unit, respectively. Assuming that precipitates occur homogeneously, have a
spherical shape and the surface energy is positive E  0 , we can write:

F  r 3  f 2  f1   4r 2 E

4
(1.30)
3
where we suppose that f1, f2 and Eζ are independent on r. Precipitate formation occurs only at such
temperature, where f 2  f1 . We define temperature TC at which f 2  f1 and supercooling Θ by the
relation   TC  T . Assuming that   0 together with f 2 T   f1 T  . From the equation (1.30)
leads the dependence F  F r  plotted as the blue line in Fig.1.16. The condition for an extreme

 F 

  0 gives:
 r  r 
r 

2 E
0
 f1  f 2 
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(1.31)

Above the value r* the new precipitate is stable and starts to increase its volume. With
increasing supercooling Θ the size of precipitates decreasing and their amount is increasing. The
final size and space distribution of precipitates is given not only by the shape of the phase diagram
but also by the cooling rate of the crystal and by the type and distribution of lattice defects.
If lattice defects (e.g. dislocations, grain boundaries) are present in the crystal, precipitation
can preferentially occur on these defects. For such a heterogeneous precipitation can be written:
Fhet  S  Fhom
(1.32)
where S   is the shape factor depending on the lattice defect properties and is usually much
smaller than 1. From the Fig.1.16 can be seen that the heterogeneous precipitation occurs easier
comparing to uniformly distributed homogeneous precipitation.

1.9. Chemical diffusion
The crystal lattice of CdTe consists of the cadmium and tellurium sublattice. Most of native
(Cdi, VCd) and extrinsic (InCd, AlCd, CuCd, NaCd, LiCd..) point defects are incorporated in the cadmium
sublattice and also most of diffusion processes proceed within it. The chemical diffusion changes
the point defect distribution in the crystal lattice. Its rate is negligible for CdTe at room temperature
and starts to be significant at temperatures above 500°C. In CdTe, three diffusion processes are
present: interstitial, vacancy and antisite diffusion mechanism. It is expected that the chemical
diffusion coefficient doesn’t depend on whether the diffusion proceeds in the Te subulattice or
within the Cd sublattice [31]. The concentration of native point defects can be intentionally
modulated by post-growth annealing of the material in a Cd-rich or Te-rich atmosphere at
temperatures higher than 500°C.
As an example, basic parameters of the chemical diffusion in Te-rich CdTe:Cl will be
described in this paragraph based on [32]. Given concentration [Xq] of defect X with a charge q, the
one-dimensional flux of Xq with the diffusion coefficient D Xq is expressed by:
J Xq   D Xq

The average velocity v Xq

 

 

 Xq
 v Xq X q .
z

(1.33)

is specified by an internal electric field induced by the charged defect

distribution. Using the Nerst-Einstein relation and basic charge defects statistics, J Xq can be
simplified to the form
J Xq   D Xq

X  X  .
X  z
q

0

(1.34)

0

The flux of the stoichiometry deviation Δ is equal to
 q
JX
0

X ,q X

J  

where

    

 

(1.35)

          

  Cd   Te  Cd I0  Cd I  Cd I2  VCd0  VCd  VCd2  B 0  B 

(1.36)

where B represents donor doping atoms. A-center does not appear in Δ explicitly because it
represents both one Cd and one Te atoms missing in the lattice. The diffusion of a dopant B is not
assumed. After involving local defect equilibrium and quasi-neutral approximation and after
~

combining equations (1.34) and (1.35), the chemical diffusion coefficient D is expressed in the
form
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J
Xq d X0
~
D      D Xq
.

X 0 d
X ,q
z

(1.37)

Consequently, all defects densities as well as μF may be expressed by means of Cd chemical
potential, or Δ, or PCd alternatively. For example, in CdTe:Cl with VCd2 as dominant diffusing
~

entity, D is well approximated with
~
D

  
    

D VCd2 VCd2
.
d VCd2  ClTe  n
PCd
dPCd

(1.38)

1.10. Transport properties
The electrical current density is determined by the concentration and charge of mobile
carriers and by their average velocity [33]. In semiconductors the former can be tuned in a wide
range by doping and by changing the temperature, while the latter depends on the driving force and
on the scattering processes with crystal imperfections. The driving force can be an electrical field
as well as a temperature gradient or an inhomogeneity in the doping (gradient of the chemical
potential). A simultaneously applied magnetic field can be used to provide additional relevant
information on the carrier concentration and mobility. The different scattering processes of free
carriers exhibit characteristic temperature dependencies.
Free carriers
The single particle states in the band structure and the impurity states are occupied by
electrons according to the Fermi-Dirac distribution function
1
f 0 E,T  
(1.39)
 E k    chem 
exp
 1
k BT


with the chemical potential μchem. It depends on the temperature and is identified at T=0 with the
Fermi energy EF. In the intrinsic case (no crystal defects) at T=0 all valence band states are
occupied and all conduction states are empty, thus the Fermi energy is positioned in the bandgap.
For the intrinsic electron and hole concentration can be written:

ni T   g c E  f 0 E, T dE

(1.40)

pi T   g v E 1  f 0 E, T dE

(1.41)





with the density of states g(E) for the conduction and valence band, respectively. Assuming
isotropic parabolic energy bands and the neutrality condition ni T   pi T  leads to the chemical
potential
i
T  
 chem

Ec  Ev 3
m
 k B T ln v
2
4
mc

(1.42)

i
T  0 is in the middle of the
for the intrinsic case. Hence, the intrinsic Fermi energy E F ,i   chem

bandgap and is shifted towards the band edge with the smaller effective mass. The neutrality
condition leads to the intrinsic carrier concentration

ni pi  ni2 .
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(1.43)

In extrinsic semiconductors with donor and acceptor concentration ND and NA, the electrical
neutrality condition p  N D  n  N A leads to the chemical potential
i
T  
 chem T    chem

k BT n
ln .
2
p

(1.44)

Hence, doping leads to an additional temperature dependent shift of the chemical potential away
from the midgap. For predominantly n or p doped semiconductors the chemical potential μchem will
be close to the impurity level (shallow or deep).
Scattering of free carriers
The mobility μ of dominant free carriers in the material is affected by the temperature
dependent scattering mechanism. At low temperature a scattering on ionized impurities dominates
and   T

 T

1

2

3

2.

At higher temperature a scattering on polar optical phonons is dominant in CdTe and

.

1.11. Optical properties
1.11.1. Photoluminescence
Recombination processes in semiconductors can be radiative, represented for example by
photoluminescence (PL) emission spectra and non-radiative with only indirect influence on optical
properties. PL spectra of CdTe exhibit usually few types of radiative transition like free and bound
excitons, donor-acceptor-pairs, A-centers and deep levels [33,34]. Basic properties of every
transition will be briefly described.
Excitons
Energy of an electron-hole pair created by photon excitation can be lowered by their
mutual electron-hole Coulomb interaction. This situation can be described within the hydrogen
me m h
model. If we consider the total mass M ex  me  mh and the reduced mass  ex 
of the
me  mh 
electron-hole pair as exciton mass parameters, the characteristic energy and length of the system
are given by the effective Rydberg constant of the exciton Reff 
Bohr radius a B,eff 

m0 

 ex

 2 RRydberg

and the effective

 ex a B , where ε is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor and RRydberg

and aB are the Rydberg constant and the Bohr radius of the hydrogen atom, respectively. With μex
being of order of 0.1m0 and  CdTe  10 for CdTe one finds Reff in the order of a few meV (comparing
to gap energies in the order of eV) and aB,eff in the order of 100Å (comparing to lattice constants of
a few Å). Thus, excitons usually create additional shallow levels near the conduction or valence
band.
Free and bound excitons
Electron-hole pair interacting via Coulomb interaction described in the previous section is
called a free exciton (FE). There exists also another type of excitons, which is bounded to shallow
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point defect present in the crystal lattice – bound exciton. Depending on the nature of the point
defect, bound excitons are classified as
(D0,X) – exciton bound to neutral donor (in CdTe usually about 4meV)
(A0,X) – exciton bound to neutral acceptor (in CdTe usually 6-16meV).
Shallow and deep impurities
An impurity, weakly localized in the crystal lattice, interacts with neighbor atoms by a
long-range Coulomb interaction described by the effective-mass approximation. Such an impurity
behaves as a shallow impurity forming an energy level close to the conductive or valence band. On
the other hand, an impurity strongly localized in the unit cell around the impurity and described by
the central cell correction theory behaves like a deep impurity with energy level situated close to
the midgap.
Specific complex defect is a donor-acceptor pair, which corresponds to transition of an
electron between the donor and acceptor state. Its energy is described by the relation

E DAP  E g  E A  E D 

e2
4rDA

(1.45)

where rDA is the distance between donor and acceptor in the crystal lattice.
A-center
In CdTe, the complex of acceptor

In


Cd

V 
2
Cd

together with shallow donor impurity



 form an acceptor-like complex called an A-center (e.g. VCd2  InCd  ).
, Cl Te , AlCd
, Cu Cd



Moreover, the electron-phonon interaction in II-VI semiconductors is very strong and is manifested
by strong intensity of so-called longitudinal optical (LO) phonon replicas. The strength of such a
electron-phonon interaction is described by the Huang-Rhys factor S (in CdTe S≈3-4). In CdTe, the
individual phonons replicas are separated by energy of about 21meV.

1.11.2. Infrared transmittance
General formula for the infrared transmittance (T) is

T

1  R 2 e d

(1.46)
1  R 2 e  2d
where R is the reflectivity of the sample surface, α is the absorption coefficient and d is the
thickness of the sample. In the investigated band-gap range of the intrinsic CdTe-related crystals
the imaginary part of the complex refraction index is small compared to the real part, therefore we
can write for R:
2

n  1
R
(1.47)
n  12
Solving quadratic equation (1.46) for exp αd , the absorption coefficient is calculated from:
2
2
1 1  R   1  R   4Tmax R
ln
d
2T
where Tmax is the maximal value of T in every spectrum.
2

4
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(1.48)

Free carrier absorption
The free carrier absorption of the radiation is well known from metals and heavily-doped
semiconductors. In mentioned types of materials, the Fermi energy is situated in (or close to) the
valence (or conductive) band and material exhibits a high free carrier concentration. Light with
wavelength in the infrared region focused on such type of material is absorbed by free carriers. By
this process, the initial energy of holes (electrons) is enhanced and excited carriers start to loss their
enhanced energy either by an interaction with phonons or by the Coulomb interaction with ionized
impurities.
High concentration of free carriers in CdTe can be obtained by doping of the material by
donors (or acceptors) resulting in a heavily conductive crystal. Free carrier absorption (FCA) in
CdTe starts to be significant in IR transmittance spectra, when the free carrier concentration
exceeds 3×1015cm-3. FCA on longitudinal optical phonons dominates in the concentration range of
3×1015- 4×1017 cm-3. FCA on ionized impurities modulates spectra in crystals with concentration
higher than 4×1017 cm-3. Both mentioned absorption mechanisms can be distinguished using the
analysis of the absorption coefficient α versus wavelength α=kλm, where k is a constant and m is an
exponent. For the FCA on phonons m~3. FCA on ionized impurities exhibits m~4 [35].

1.12. Detection of X-ray and γ-ray radiation
High-resistive semiconductors with planar contacts on opposite surfaces can be used as
detectors of X-ray and γ-ray radiation [9,36]. Incident high-energetic photons pass through the
cathode and crate electron-hole pairs in the material volume through the dominant interaction – the
photoelectric effect, Compton scattering or electron-positron pair production.
If case of the photoelectric effect, the whole photon energy is transferred into an excitation
of an electron in a deeper atomic shell of one atom in the crystal lattice and the rest energy is
transferred into the kinetic energy of the atom. High kinetic energy of the electron is relaxed by
further excitation of other electrons. Since the energy of the incident photon is completely
transferred to creation of electron-hole pairs, this type of interaction leads to an ideal charge
generation. If the charge collection toward electrodes proceeds without any recombination or
trapping mechanism, the output signal from the detector is proportional to the energy of the
absorbed photon. This leads to a creation of a photopeak in the final energy spectrum. It should be
noted that a hole in a deeper atomic shell (created after the first photolelectric event) is filled by an
electron from higher shell resulting in an emission of a characteristic X-ray photon. Emitted X-rays
can either repeatedly created electron-hole pairs or escape the detector. In the latter case, part of the
energy of the incident photon is lost and new escape peak appears in the spectrum at lower
energies. Its position is shifted from the photopeak position by the energy of the characteristic
radiation.
In case of a Compton interaction, the amount of energy transferred from the photon to an
electron in deeper atomic shell depends also on the collision geometry. Reflected photon with
lower energy escape the detector and part of the incident photon energy is lost. A generation of
electron-hole pairs continues similarly as was described in the previous paragraph. Finally, a
Compton continuum appears in the energy spectrum at low energies. If the detector is large,
incident photon interacts with a matter via multiple Compton interaction and the whole photon
energy is transferred into the electron-hole pair generation. In this case, final spectrum exhibits
only one main photopeak at energy corresponding to the energy of the incident photon. Moreover,
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similarly as in case of photoelectric event, a peak connected with the characteristic radiation can
occur.
If the energy of the incident photon is above 1.022MeV, the photon can annihilate in a
matter and create an electron-positron pair. Both created charged particles start to move to opposite
directions. Electron start to interact via Compton interactions described in the previous paragraph.
Positron starts to interact with electrons and annihilates. This leads to creation of two photons with
energy of 511keV, which are emitted to opposite directions. Emitted photons interact with a matter
through the photoelectric and consequently Compton interactions. If the detector is large, all energy
of the incident photon is transferred into the photopeak in the energy spectrum. If some energy is
lost, new peaks can appear at lower energies.
The type of interaction depends on the energy of incident photons (Fig.1.17). X-ray
radiation (120eV– 120keV) interacts mainly via photoelectric and Compton interaction, partly also
via elastic Rayleigh scattering (doesn’t deposit any energy in the detector). On the other hand,
absorption of gamma-ray radiation (120keV – 10MeV) proceeds usually through the Compton
interaction or by generation of electron-positron pairs. The efficiency of interaction depends on the
atomic number Z of the matter:
Photoelectric effect ~ Z4-Z5
Compton scattering ~ Z
Electron-positron pair creation ~ Z2
As can be seen, the efficiency of interaction strongly depends on the atomic number Z. Due to high
average atomic number (ZCd=48 and ZTe=52), CdTe exhibits higher interaction efficiency
comparing to other semiconducting detectors (ZSi=14, ZGe=32). Moreover, CdTe has wider
bandgap (~1.5eV) comparing to Si (1.11eV) or Ge (0.66eV), what enables an operation of CdTebased detectors even at room temperature without necessity of cooling. If we consider detection of
X-ray radiation, high-energetic electrons created in the photoelectric or Compton event lose their
energy through repeated electron-hole ionization. Due to the high cross section of this process, the
electron-hole pairs form a highly localized charge cloud (with size up to few microns). The charge
cloud of electrons and holes is separated in the electric field (applied between the electrodes using
an external bias) and the electrons and holes move toward the opposite electrodes, creating a

Fig.1.17: High-energetic photons interact with
the matter by various mechanisms depending on
their photon energy (from [36]).

Fig.1.18: Typical pulse height spectrum (based on
[36]). The position and shape of the “photopeak” is
important for spectroscopic applications.
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temporary current through the device. The transport of charged cloud can be described by solving
of the drift-diffusion equation (concerning moving and simultaneous spreading of the charged
cloud) resulting in an output current pulse [37]:
J pulse  e( n n   p p) E ( x)  e( n n0   p p0 ) E ( x)  eE( x)  n n   p p
(1.49)





where μn(p) is the electron (hole) drift mobility; n(p)0 is the electron (hole) concentration before
excitation; n(p) is the electron (hole) concentration after absorption of a X-ray photon and E(x) is
the electric field across the detector. Output signal is amplified by a charge-sensitive pre-amplifier
and shaping amplifier and recorded by the multichannel analyzer. Typical final X-ray detection
spectrum is showed in Fig.1.18. The main parameter characterizing the quality of the detector is the
mobility-lifetime (μη) product of charged carriers. μη is given by the mobility of electrons μe (or
holes μh) and by lifetime of excited electrons ηe (ηh for holes) before their recombination with holes
(electrons) or trapping on trapping centers. Moreover, the value of μη depends also on the
illumination intensity.
The shape of final X-ray spectrum (especially the shape of the photopeak) can be strongly
affected by various mechanisms present in the detector material:
a) Homogeneous electric field distribution in the detector can be distorted by nonohmic
electrodes forming Schottky contacts. This leads to creation of space charge effect
(polarization) and consequently to degradation of detection ability of the material.
b) Deep levels, which act as recombination or trapping centers, significantly decrease the
lifetime of electrons (holes) resulting in low-energy widening of the photopeak.
c) Second phase defects larger than 3μm play role as trapping centers for electrons and
decrease the charge collection efficiency. Final spectrum exhibits a photopeak with higher
FWHM (full width in half maximum) shifted to lower energies.
d) The detection response can be also affected by dislocations. This phenomenon is widely
investigated and discussed at present time.
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2. Experimental techniques
2.1. Crystal growth
Crystals based on CdTe grown by the Vertical Gradient Freeze (VGF) method and by the
Vertical Bridgman method (VBM) were prepared at Institute of Physics at Charles University in
Prague. The crystal AC31 was produced by Acrorad Ltd. using the Travelling Heater Method
(THM).
Growth of VGF and VBM crystals was performed in two steps [38]. In the first step, 6N
starting materials Cd and Te (produced by Nippon Ltd.) together with Zn or doping elements (In or
CdCl2) were synthesized in a synthetization furnace. At the beginning, materials were placed into
the quartz ampoule with inner walls covered by graphite. The ampoule was evacuated up to 5×106
mbar, sealed and placed into the one-zone synthetization furnace, which was heated up to 450°C
where materials started to form a melt. Because of strong endothermic reaction occurring during
the synthesis, temperature of the ampoule was slowly heated up to 1100°C. Molten material was
held at this temperature for 10 hours for homogenization and cooled down to room temperature
with a cooling rate of 3°C/min. Obtained solid was used as a starting material for the second
growth step – single crystal growth using VGF or VBM technique.
Slightly different technological procedures were used for VGF and BM growth. In case of
the VGF growth method, the synthesized solid was placed into the boron nitride (BN) crucible with
diameter 100mm. The crucible and cadmium source (intended for the pressure control) were loaded
into the quartz ampoule, evacuated to 5×10-6mbar, sealed off and placed into the two-zone VGF
furnace. The source material was heated up to 1100°C and held for 12 hours for homogenization,
then the temperature was lowered to 1085°C and the cadmium pressure was set to value 1.2atm
(system state near to the CMP in Fig.1.11). The temperature gradient of the melt-solid interface
was ~5°C/cm and was moved with a rate 0.5°C/h. After solidification of the melt, the crystal was
cooled slowly to room temperature.
The BM growth was performed in a two-zone Bridgman furnace. Synthesized material
together with a cadmium source was loaded into the carbon-coated quartz ampoule with diameter
45mm. After sealing off the ampoule, the growth process proceeded similarly as in the VGF case.
Only one difference comparing to VGF growth was that during the BM growth the ampoule was
moved mechanically in the temperature gradient with the speed of 3mm/h.
CdTe:Cl crystal AC31 was prepared commercially using the THM technique, whose
growth conditions were unknown. Generally, 7N polycrystalline CdTe together with 6N CdCl2 are
loaded in a graphite-coated quartz ampoule sealed in a pure Ar gas [39]. The floating zone enriched
by tellurium is heated up at temperature above 750°C with the crystallization temperature 725°C.
The gradient at the crystallization interface is about 40°C/cm and its moving rate is 2mm/day (due
to high constitutional supercooling which occurs during the THM growth). Finally, behind the
melt-solid interface a single-crystal material is produced.
Types and properties of crystals investigated in this work are listed in Tab.2.1. To obtain
relatively comprehensive understanding of the physical background, crystals with miscellaneous
properties were used (crystals with or without Zn or doping elements; high and low resistive
crystals; different types of inclusions; etc..). Moreover, the properties of crystals varied also within
the one ingot. An example of such variances is plotted in Fig.2.1, where the material resistivity
along the ingot S56 depended on the chlorine concentration. From Fig.2.2 also modulations of peak
intensities in PL spectra within the same ingot can be seen.
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Tab.2.1: Summary of investigated crystals and their properties.

Crystal

Growth
technique

Zn concentration
(%)

Doping

Doping concentration
(cm-3)

Resistivity
(Ωcm)

Type and concentration of
major carriers (cm-3)

Shape and size of
inclusions

NUK 131

VGF

4

-

-

3.5

p=1.6×1016

E20

VGF

4

-

-

2.2×108

n~7×108

E35

VGF

-

-

-

~120

p=5×1014

E36

VGF

-

In

4×1014-4×1015

1.1-10

n=4×1014-4×1015

B39

BM

-

In

4×1014-4×1015

7×107-4×108

n=1×109-1×108

S53W

VGF

-

In

4×1016

0.1

n=4×1016

S56

VGF

-

Cl

3×1016-2×1017

2×105-2×109

p-type

S57X

VGF

-

Cl

2×1017

0.0175

n=3×1017

F44

VGF

-

Cl

4×1017

1.2×107

p-type

AC31

THM

-

Cl

2×1017

2×109

n-type

triangle-shaped
up to 25μm
star-shaped
up to 100μm
triangle-shaped
up to 30μm
star-shaped
up to 30μm
triangle-shaped
up to 15μm
no
inclusions
triangle-shaped
up to 25μm
no
inclusions
triangle-shaped
up to 30μm
triangle-shaped
up to 25μm

VGF – Vertical Gradient Freeze method, BM – Bridgman method, THM – Travelling Heater Method.
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Fig.2.1: The chlorine concentration and the resistivity in different parts of the ingot S56 is depicted as red
points and notes, respectively. The theoretical segregation of chlorine in CdTe calculated based on [18] is
plotted by the blue line. The difference between theoretical and observed chlorine concentration
segregation can be explained by a faster crystallization of the melt than optimal.

Fig.2.2: Photoluminescence spectra of samples cut from different parts along the CdTe:Cl ingot S56.
Modulation of peak intensity at 1.12eV, 1.530eV, 1.553eV and 1.589eV was observed with increasing
position along the ingot from the tip toward heal of the crystal. Increasing of the peak intensity at
1.589eV could be assigned to acceptor impurities (Li or Na), whose concentration increases with the
position along the ingot in agreement with their segregation coefficient in CdTe [18].

2.2. Sample preparation
Planparallel wafers were sliced perpendicularly to the growth direction from grown ingots
by a diamond wire saw Well Diamond Wire Saws Inc. (model 6234) with wire diameter 0.3mm
(cooled by water). The thickness of wafers was usually in the range of 2-3mm. Wafers were
polished by boron carbide abrasive B4C F400 (grit size 32-8μm) to reveal the structure of grains on
the wafer surface. Consequently, squared monocrystalline planparallel samples were cut from
wafers by a wire saw South Bay Technology Inc. (model 850) using stainless steel wire with
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diameter of 0.1mm (with abrasive boroncarbide-glycerine solution). Most of samples had
dimensions 5×5×2.5mm3, the samples used for infrared transmittance measurements had
dimensions 10×10×2mm3, and the samples prepared for high-temperature “in-situ” Hall effect
measurements were 3×3×15mm3 large. After cutting, the samples were polished using finer B4C
abrasive F1000 (grit size 10-1μm) followed by a chemo-mechanical polishing in 2% bromineethyleneglycol solution on the silk cloth. Process was performed for 30 seconds each side. Finally,
samples were etched in 2% bromine-methanol solution for 1 minute to obtain mirror-like sample
surfaces.

2.3. Annealing
Annealing of samples was performed in an evacuated quartz ampoule placed in a threezone furnace (Fig.2.3). At first, a quartz ampoule was etched by 40% HF solution for
approximately 1 hour followed by the cleaning using distilled water and drying in a dryer with low
dustiness. Ampoule was then filled by the sample and metal source - 6N Cd or Te - produced by
Nippon Ltd. Filled ampoule was pre-evacuated to 10-2mbar by rotary oil pump and consequently
evacuated to vacuum about 5×10-6mbar by a turbomolecular pump, sealed and placed into the
three-zone furnace. Three separated heating coils in the furnace were produced from the resistance
wire KANTHAL. The temperature in zones was regulated separately by three-looped
thermoregulator EUROTHERM 2704 and controlled using the software in PC. The sample was
placed to the part with higher temperature, metal source to the coldest part of the ampoule for the
pressure control. The temperature of the sample and metal source was checked by two
thermocouples of type S (Pt; Pt-Rh) placed next to the ampoule.

Fig.2.3: Scheme of annealing experiments in a three-zone furnace.

2.4. Microscopes
2.4.1. Infrared microscope
Optical inverted microscope OLYMPUS IX70 was used for investigation of second phase
defects inside the CdTe crystals. A halogen lamp was used as a source of continuous emission
spectrum. Radiation penetrating through CdTe crystal with IR transmission >60% was detected by
CCD camera PULNIX TM765 with low signal to noise ratio S  50dB . Since CdTe transmits
N
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radiation with λ>830nm and CCD camera has the upper detection limit at λ~1100nm, the
microscope imaging works with the near infrared radiation with λ~0.9μm (see the hatched area in
Fig.2.4). For magnification of the defects, three objectives OLPYMPUS RMS 4x, 10x and 20x
were used. When the microscope is in perfect alignment and has the objectives appropriately
matched with the substage condenser, the numerical aperture NA of the optical system is given by
NAobj of used objective. If we consider the objective with the highest magnification 20x with
NA  0.4 , then the resolution limit of the optical system is



 1.4m .
(2.1)
NA
Metal-based second phase defects present in CdTe absorb the near-infrared radiation and
form dark objects in IR microscope images. Hence, IR microscopy is suitable technique for
characterization of second phase defects with the size above 1μm. Specially prepared microscope
slide with a backstop together with movable XY-stage enable to fix the sample always in the same
orientation and investigate the same second phase defects before and after the annealing treatment.
IR microscope images were taken using the NIS ELEMENTS software.
resolutionIR  0.61

Fig.2.4: Relative intensity of emission spectrum of halogen lamp,
sensitivity of CCD camera and transmittance of CdTe.

2.4.2. Optical microscope
Optical reflective microscope Leitz LABORLUX 12HL was used for detailed surface
morphology investigations. Halogen lamp was used as a light source. Visible light was reflected
from the upper surface of the sample placed in the movable XY-stage, was detected by the camera
Leica DFC320 and processed by software IM50 in PC. The microscope was used mainly to
characterization of second phase defects revealed on the sample surface by special etching or
polishing treatment. Microscope has embedded four objectives NPL 10x, 20x, 50x and 100x. The
resolution limit, using 50x objective with NAobj  0.85 and considering λ~500nm, was

resolutionopt  0.61
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NA

 360nm .

(2.2)

2.4.3. Scanning electron microscope
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) CamScan S4 was intended to investigation of CdTe
surface tomography and composition analysis of second phase defects revealed on the sample
surface. SEM was working in two imaging and one spectroscopic mode. Surface morphology was
investigated by the secondary electron and back-scattered electron imaging; chemical analysis was
performed using the energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) system Oxford Instruments
LINK ISIS 3000 with accuracy of the composition determination at level about 1%.

2.5. Transport properties
The electrical conductivity/resistivity, concentration and mobility of free carriers of CdTe
were measured by three different experimental techniques. Two methods were used for
measurements at room temperature depending on the sample resistivity. Electrical properties of
crystals before and after the annealing with the resistivity lower than 107Ωcm were established by
Hall effect measurements in the Van red Pauw configuration. Since the Hall effect method
exhibited high leakage current for samples with ρ>107Ωcm, the resistivity of semi-insulating
samples (ρ>106Ωcm) was evaluated using the contactless equipment COREMA. The free carrier
concentration and mobility of samples were always measured by room-temperature Hall effect
measurements. The third method was used for evaluation of transport properties directly at high
temperature. These measurements were performed by “in-situ” Hall effect method using specially
prepared welded contacts.

2.5.1. Hall effect measurements at room temperature
For determination of transport properties (electrical conductivity, carrier concentration and
mobility) at room temperature the Hall effect measurements were used. Measurements were
performed on samples with chemically deposited Au contacts (deposition of 10% AuCl 3 for 1min.).
The sample with deposited contacts was glued on the holder with gold conductive channels by
thermally conductive silicon paste. Gold channels on the holder were connected with gold contacts
on the sample by silver wires with diameter 50μm. Silver wires were bonded with gold contacts on

Fig.2.5: Experimental setup scheme of Hall effect measurements in the Van der Pauw configuration.
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the sample by soldered indium, with gold contacts on the holder by a conductive silver or graphite
paste.
The scheme of experimental setup is plotted on Fig.2.5. Hall switching card enables
switching of various combinations of input current and measured voltage on contact samples. The
maximal voltage applied on the switching card is limited to 10V. KEITHLEY 220 is used as a
current source; the input current is controlled by a picoammeter KEITHLEY 485. Output voltage
from the sample is measured by a multimeter KEITHLEY 2000. Standard bus IEEE 488 is used for
communication among measuring devices and PC. The connection among the switching card,
sample and measurement devices is realized by shielded cables with triaxial connectors.

Fig.2.6: Measurement geometry for evaluation of (a) electrical conductivity and (b) Hall constant using
the Van der Pauw method.

Transport properties of samples were measured by the Van der Pauw method (analogical to
standard 4-point contacts technique). This method is suitable for measurement of planparallel
arbitrary shaped samples (Fig.2.6). Assuming that contacts on the sample are ohmic, the electrical
resistivity/conductivity measured by the Van der Pauw method is given by equation (using notation
U
R1234  12 ):
I 34



1





d  R1234  R2341   R1234 




ln 2 

2

f

  R2341 

(2.3)

where d is the sample thickness and f is a correction function for geometrical asymmetry of
contacts (for small asymmetry f ≈1). The Hall constant can be calculated from:
0
H
 U 24

 U 24




I 13


where Bz – intensity of the magnetic field oriented perpendicular to the plane of contacts

RH 

d
Bz

(2.4)

0
U 24
– intensity of measured voltage with B=0
H
U 24
– intensity of measured voltage when the magnetic field is on.

The carrier concentration n(p) and mobility μn(p) can be derived from:
r
n( p )  H
e RH

n( p ) 

1
R H , n ( p ) n ( p )
rH

where rH is a scattering factor and usually rH  1 .
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(2.5)
(2.6)

2.5.2. COREMA
Contactless Resistivity Mapping equipment is designed for measuring of the material
resistivity in the range of 105-1012Ωcm. The principle of resistivity evaluation is based on
discharging of capacitor plates filled by the investigated resistive material. The lower resistivity
sample has, the quicker is the capacitor discharged. The capacitor is created from the bottom gold
electrode manufactured as a stationary holder “chuck” and from moving “capacitive probe” with
diameter 1mm, which enables scanning of the sample area with maximal dimensions 140×140mm
(see Fig.2.7). This method is suitable for quick and non-destructive resistivity mapping with
submilimeter resolution. Measured samples should have planparallel etched surfaces and their
thickness should not exceed 5mm.
COREMA evaluates the electrical resistivity ρ by recording the dynamic charge
redistribution in a capacitive sensor that contains a portion of the material to be analyzed. The
vertical resistance RS and the vertical capacitance CS of the material with area A and thickness d are
given:
d
(2.7)
RS  
A
and
A
(2.8)
C S   0
d
leading to
(2.9)
RS CS   0
The arrangement to evaluation of ρ is schematically shown in Fig.2.7. The total capacity C is given
by the material capacity CS and the air gap capacity Ca (determined by the air gap capacity between
the top electrode and the top sample surface) connected in series:
C C
(2.10)
C a S
Ca  C S
Measurement procedure is based on rate of capacitor discharging. At time t  0 a voltage step is
applied to the capacitor electrodes with an initial charge
Q(0)  CU
(2.11)
For t  0 , the voltage across CS causes a carrier transport through the sample resistance RS,
gradually discharging capacitor CS. With decreasing voltage across CS, additional charge is
transported to Ca from the external source because the applied voltage U is held constant and

Fig.2.7: Schematic representation of the nonconctacting
sensor assembly in COREMA [40].
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Fig.2.8: Time dependence of the total
charge on the capacitors [40].

Ca  C . Eventually, CS is completely discharged and the charge on Ca is
Q()  CaU

(2.12)

The time dependent charge in the capacitors is described by

Q (t ) 

Ca2
t
U 1  e 
Ca  C S 

  Q(0)



(2.13)

where   RS Ca  CS  . The transient Q(t), illustrated in Fig.2.8, is recorded with a charge
sensitive amplifier. By inserting the above relations for Q(0), Q(∞) and η into the equation (2.9) one
can obtain
C S
Q(0)
(2.14)


Ca  CS  0 Q() 0
Desired ρ is completely determined by the material constant ε and the quantities Q(0),
Q(∞) and η obtained by evaluating the time dependent charge in Fig.2.8.

2.5.3. High-temperature “in-situ” Hall effect measurements
This method enables measurements of transport properties directly at high temperature.
Samples with dimensions 3×3×15mm were contacted in
classical 6-point Hall geometry. Tungsten (or molybdenum)
wires were welded under electrical discharge directly to the
sample (Fig.2.9). Contacted samples together with metal
source (Cd or Te) were placed to the etched quartz ampoule.
The ampoule was evacuated to level about 5×10-6mbar and
sealed. Moreover, end of ampoule was hermetically sealed by Fig.2.9: CdTe sample with welded
the wax-picein. The experimental setup is plotted in Fig.2.10. tungsten wires.
The current source was embedded in the switching system and the output current was controlled by

Fig.2.10: Experimental setup of the high-temperature “in-situ” Hall effect measurement.
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one multimeter KEITHLEY 2000. Measured polarities were changed by the switching system and
the output voltage was read by another KEITHLEY 2000. Temperature in the magnet-furnace
system BRUKER B-E10f was set by two thermoregulators EUROTHERM 2408. All measurement
devices were controlled by PC software.
Transport properties can be calculated from relations for classical 6-point geometry
(Fig.2.11):



1





l I 56
dw U 12

 I 56
 or
 U 43





(2.15)

0
H
 U 23

 U 23
 or



I
56


where d is the sample thickness, l is the distance between
voltage contacts, w is the sample width, I is applied current,
U is measured voltage and B is the magnetic field
perpendicular to the contacts plane.
Diffusion characteristics at elevated temperatures
were determined based on electrical measurements. The
carrier concentration and electrical conductivity represents a
deviation from the stoichiometry given by the system
temperature and partial pressure (PCd or PTe 2 ). Diffusion

RH  rH

0
H
 U 14
d U 14
B
I 56

(2.16)

parameters were measured as follows: sample temperature
Fig.2.11: Classical Hall geometry.
was held constant and the partial pressure was step-like
changed. This step led to a relaxation of transport properties to a new equilibrium value and the
diffusion constant was determined from relaxation curves using equation [31]:
1  l 2 w 2  d   1  ~t   0 
~
 ln

(2.17)
DCdTe   2  2
  l  w 2  dt       0 
where ζ and ζ are the initial and final conductivity, respectively, and ~ is the average sample
0

∞

t

conductivity at time t.

2.6. Optical properties
2.6.1. Infrared transmittance
Infrared (IR) transmittance of planparallel samples with dimensions 10mm×10mm×1.7mm
was measured in the energy range of 0.1-1.6eV using two spectrometers. Spectra in the range of
0.1-0.5eV were obtained by FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared) spectrometer Vector 33 with DTGS
(deuterated triglycinsulfat) detector. DTGS is a thermal detector working on a principle of strong
temperature dependence of the capacitance. Every absorption event of the infrared radiation heats
the detector up and results in a capacitance change. IR transmission of samples at higher energies
was measured by FTIR spectrometer Bruker IF66 (Fig.2.12) with construction ROCKSOLID,
which suppresses polarization effects and increases the optical transmissivity of the equipment. The
path difference between interferometer arms is determined by interference of radiation from He-Ne
laser source (633nm, 1mW). The beam splitter is made from thin germanium layers deposited on
the KBr substrate. The source of the light is GLOBAR – SiC rod heated at about 1000°C by the
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electric current. The IR transmittance spectra were collected using the DTGS detector or Si
photodiode. IR transmittance spectra with resolution 2cm-1 can be obtained.

Fig.2.12: Optical scheme of FTIR spectrometer [41]. A – continuous spectrum source, B – carousel with
apertures, C – aperture for external light source, D – beam splitter, E,E´ - apertures in the sample area, F
– focus with the sample holder, G – detector.

2.6.2. Photoluminescence
The PL experimental setup is similar to the
setup used for the infrared transmittance spectra
measurements (Fig.2.12). In PL case, the source of
continuous radiation was replaced by a well
defined laser radiation. Samples were cooled to
liquid helium temperature in the Leybold VSK 3300 cryostat. Two lasers were used as an excitation
source, either red laser Coherent Radius 635
(1.96eV) or tunable Ti:sapphire laser Spectra
Physics 3900s (1.30-1.72eV). PL was detected
using the Bruker IFS 66S Fourier spectrometer
equipped with Si (1.05-1.82eV), Ge (0.7-1.48eV)
or InSb (0.43-0.93eV) detector (see Fig.2.13).

Fig.2.13: The sensitivity of Si, Ge and InSb
detectors.

2.7. Detection system
Gamma-ray spectra of semi-insulating CdTe were measured on samples having planar
electroless deposited Au ohmic contacts using 241Am (59.5keV) gamma-ray source. The operation
scheme of measurements is plotted in Fig.2.14. A current pulse created in the detector after the
absorption of high energetic photon is integrated by a charge sensitive preamplifier Amptek A250
(with an input impedance 1.1GΩ) as a function of applied bias on the detector to measure the total
induced charge [9]. Preamplifier produces a voltage pulse with amplitude proportional to the total
induced charge. This voltage pulse is amplified by Ortec 671 and collected as a histogram in a
multichannel analyzer Ortec Easy. γ-ray spectra were collected for 300 seconds at various voltages
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Fig.2.14: Setup for X-ray spectra collection. Based on [36].

in the range of 50-400V. The signal with energy lower than 50th channel was filtered out due to the
high noise level. In case of an ideal charge collection, the energy of 59.5keV corresponds to the
270th channel in the gamma-ray spectrum.
The μη-product of electrons was evaluated by the α-spectroscopy using 241Am (5.49MeV)
source. The alpha particle source together with the detector was placed in an evacuated chamber.
Then similar signal processing as in the case of γ-ray spectroscopy described in the previous
paragraph was performed. In case of an ideal charge collection, the energy of 5.49MeV
corresponds to the 1150th channel in the alpha-particle spectrum. The mobility-lifetime product
characterizing the quality of the charge collection efficiency (CCE) can be obtained from the Hecht
relation by fitting of the CCE as a function of the applied voltage U:



U 
d2

 d 2 

1  exp 

 U 


where d is the detector thickness.
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(2.18)

Results and discussion
3. Elimination of second phase defects
3.1. Introduction
At this time, the production of high-quality substrate-grade and detector-grade CdTe-based
crystals is still limited. Although more than 40 years of intensive research on this material, the size
of monocrystalline grains in grown crystals is still at level of a few cm3, the homogeneity (and
resistivity in case of bulk detectors) of the material is not excellent and crystals usually contain a
large number of structural defects degrading their quality. In the following paragraphs, an influence
of second phase defects, especially inclusions with size of tens of micrometers, on quality of Cd 1xZnxTe substrates and CdTe-based detectors will be in more detail described.
In case of the substrate-grade material, inclusions on the substrate surface form local stress
field in deposited Hg1-yCdyTe epitaxial layer. Inclusions below the deposited epilayer lead to a
nonuniform layer thickness or even creation of holes or inclusions in the epilayer [6,7]. Such a
deteriorate detection structure can lead to marked degradation of the infrared detector device.
Inclusions (mostly with triangle or hexagonal shape) present in CdTe-based X-ray and
gamma-ray bulk detectors strongly affect their detection ability. As can be seen in Fig.3.1, even
high-quality commercially produced semi-insulating CdTe:Cl or Cd0.9Zn0.1Te:XD (where XD is an
unknown donor) crystals contain these second phase defects [9]. Inclusions, whose size is usually
few tens of microns, do not affect much the quality of large detectors (1×1×1cm3) with two planar
contacts on opposite surfaces. More problematic is situation in detectors with pixel arrays with
pixel dimensions 25×25μm2. If such a pixel contains an inclusion with the size about 20μm in
diameter, inclusion plays role as a trapping center for electrons and decrease the collection of
charge generated by absorption of a high-energetic photon (Fig.3.2). Finally, this pixel has different
output height-pulse spectrum comparing to other pixels without inclusions (Fig.3.3), and the
detection device cannot read the signal from the pixel with inclusion properly. This situation leads
to formation of “dark pixels” in the detector array.
In both described problems the inclusions constitute one of the main reasons of detectors
degradation. Hence, from technological point of view, it is desirable to suppress the formation of

Fig.3.1: IR microscope images of inclusions present in (a) CdTe:Cl crystals produced by Acrorad Ltd.
and (b) Cd0.9Zn0.1Te:XD crystals produced by Endicott Inc. (XD represents an unknown donor).
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Fig.3.2: Upper two images represent maps of inclusions taken by IR microscope. Bottom two maps
represent the same area as upper maps and were taken by highly collimated X-ray source with the beam
dimensions 10×10μm2, where dark areas represent marked decrease of the charge collection efficiency
(CCE). As can be seen, very good correlation between the presence of inclusions and marked decrease of
the CCE in detectors was found. From [47].

inclusions during the crystal growth or, if inclusions are already present in the grown crystal, to
find an effective procedure for their post-growth elimination. An annealing in vapor of one of the
component can take post of this procedure. However, at this time, there are few contradiction
works describing the chemical composition of inclusions and suitable annealing treatment reducing
the size of inclusions. There exist two types of inclusions in CdTe crystals – star-shaped and
triangular-(or hexagonal-)-shaped inclusions. Rudolph et al. [29,42] reported six-pointed starshaped Te inclusions, contrary to Brion et al. [43] and Sen et al. [8], whose star-shaped inclusions
contained much more Cd than Te. In case of triangle-shaped inclusions, most of works describe
them as Te-rich second phase defects [8,44,45,46].
The situation around annealing of CdTe crystals is even more complicated. Few works
have been focused on improving of IR transmittance of substrate-grade CdZnTe by annealing
under Cd overpressure [48,49]. They found out that annealing of as-grown p-type substrate in Cd
vapor leads to an increase of its IR transmittance. However, no detail investigation of second phase
defects was performed. The second set of works was concentrated on an influence of annealing on
second phase defects. Shen et al. [50] obtained contradictory results of Cd-rich or Te-rich annealing

Fig.3.3: The effect of inclusions on the detection spectrum [47]. If the detector contains inclusions, the
photopeaks are shifted to lower energies, their intensity decreases and their FWHM increases.
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on inclusions. However, in his another work [45] he mentioned that triangle-shape inclusions can
be reduced by annealing in Cd vapor at 700°C for more than 20 hours and these inclusions are not
very affected by Te-rich annealing (700°C, 20h). Ayoub et al. [53,54] investigated an influence of
annealing under vacuum, CdCl2 and argon pressure on CdTe:Cl detector-grade material. He
observed that annealing at about 450°C under argon pressure (and partly also annealing in CdCl2
vapor) improved the material resistivity, nevertheless, triangle-shaped inclusions were reduced only
partly. In addition, few experiments have been aimed at elimination of triangle-shaped inclusions
by their thermomigration in a temperature gradient at temperature about 500°C (slightly above the
melting point of tellurium) [7,51,52]. This technique was based on melting of the inclusion and
consequent movement of the tellurium liquid droplet forward to the surface with higher
temperature. However, it is difficult to distinguish from published experiments whether inclusions
were reduced by thermomigration or by other physical process. Moreover, other properties of the
material like IR transmittance or the resistivity weren’t investigated.
As can be seen, a comprehensive view on problematic of second phase defects and
annealing treatment is still missing. Hence, this part of the dissertation thesis will be aimed on
detailed characterization of both types of inclusions by various microscope techniques and by EDX
chemical analysis. Consequently, a systematic research of an influence of an annealing at constant
temperature on the size and concentration of second phase defects and quality of substrate-grade
and detector-grade material will be given. In case of Cd1-xZnxTe substrates, annealing research will
be also focused on investigation of the influence of the annealing on the material infrared
transmittance. Annealing of detector-grade materials will be aimed at reduction of second phase
defects and preservation of a high material resistivity.

3.2. Characterization of star-shaped inclusions
CdTe-based crystals prepared from the cadmium-enriched melt or under Cd pressure
higher than 1.2atm can contain star-shaped inclusions with diameters in the range of 5-120μm (see
Fig.3.4). Inclusions exhibit usually six-pointed star shape and their size depend on the intensity of
illumination of IR microscope in agreement with [43]. At very strong intensity of illumination an
irregular-shaped core of the inclusion can be revealed (see Fig.3.4b) [55]. Hence, star-shaped
inclusions consist of the irregular-shaped core and the star-shaped corona created from a large
number of small inclusions/precipitates. To investigate detailed morphology of star-shaped
inclusions, one of these inclusions was revealed on the surface of Cd 0.96Zn0.04Te substrate by a

Fig.3.4: (a) – IR image of typical star-shaped inclusion. (b) – inclusion core visible at high intensity of
illumination.
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Fig.3.5: Star-shaped inclusion revealed on the surface characterized by (a) infrared, (b) optical and (c)
scanning electron microscopy.

special polishing treatment using an abrasive with diamond particles [30]. The inclusion was
characterized by IR microscopy (Fig.3.5a), where typical irregular core and star-shaped corona
were visible; by optical microscopy (Fig.3.5b) and by scanning electron microscopy using the
secondary electron imaging (Fig.3.5c). As can be seen in Figs.3.5b and 3.5c, after polishing only
irregularly-shaped core of the inclusion was revealed on the surface. Numbers in Fig.3.5c represent
the positions of the composition analysis shown in Tab.3.1. Irregular inclusion core contained only
pure Cd and the matrix surrounding the core did not deviate from the stoichiometry. Obtained
results are in agreement with Brion et al. [43] and Sen et al. [8] and star-shaped inclusions will be
in the following text noted as Cd inclusions.
The question remains, what is the formation mechanism of Cd inclusion with star-shaped
corona visible by the IR microscopy. The whole process of Cd inclusion creation begins during the
solidification. At the crystallization interface, melt enriched by cadmium (due to the higher Cd
concentration than Te in starting materials or due to the high applied cadmium pressure) is formed
ahead of the solid-liquid interface. Cd-enriched droplets can be trapped from the melt at the
interface (instabilities, constitutional supercooling) and are present in crystallized solid. During
cooling of the crystal, CdTe crystallizes from the droplet, the size of droplet is decreasing and the
Tab.3.1: Composition of the Cd0.96Zn0.04Te matrix and Cd inclusion determined by EDX.

Position of the Composition
Analysis

Cd
(at.%)

Te
(at.%)

Zn
(at.%)

1. Inclusion
2. Matrix
3. Matrix around the inclusion

100
47.6
48.3

0
50.4
49.5

0
2.0
2.2
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Cd-enrichment of the droplet is increasing. Since the thermal expansion coefficient of Cd (31×106 -1
K ) is much higher than of CdTe (4.5×10-6K-1), during cooling of the crystal a mechanical stress
around Cd droplets is originating. This stress is relaxed by creation of screw dislocation narrow
loops in <110> crystallographic directions (see the chapter 1.6). Simultaneously, due to the
retrograde solubility of the solidus line, (rather Cd-rich) heterogeneous precipitates are formed
preferentially on the dislocation loops around droplets. Below the temperature 321°C, Cd solidifies
and Cd-rich inclusions decorated by precipitates on star-shaped dislocation loops are formed
[30,43]. The size of precipitates is usually at level about 1μm.

3.3. Characterization of triangle-shaped inclusions
Triangle- or hexagonal- shaped inclusions are most common second phase defects present
in CdTe-based crystals (Fig.3.6). The density of these inclusions is usually 104-105cm-3 and their
size varies between 1 and 30 μm. The size of inclusions is independent of illumination intensity of
IR microscope and the rim of the inclusions is sharp [43]. Detailed morphology and composition
analysis was performed on one triangle-shaped inclusion revealed on the surface after etching in a
1% Br-methanol solution [30]. This inclusion was investigated by IR microscopy (Fig.3.6a), optical
a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig.3.6: (a) IR microscope, (b) optical microscope and (c) SEM image of a triangle-shaped inclusion.
Picture (d) represents the EDX spectrum, where red points correspond to pure Te and white points
represent pure Cd.
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microscopy (Fig.3.6b), scanning electron microscopy using the secondary electron regime
(Fig.3.6c) and its composition was determined by the EDX analysis (Fig.3.6d). Numbers in
Fig.3.6c represent the positions of the composition analysis listed in Tab.3.2. Investigated inclusion
was completely filled by pure tellurium [30] in agreement with [8,44,45,46] and in the following
text triangle- and hexagonal- shaped inclusions will be noted as Te inclusions. In addition, most of
inclusions revealed on the surface contained an empty void inside. These voids were found also in
[8] after polishing by Al2O3 and by special chemical treatment in [45]. Therefore, it is expected,
that voids are not a result of the surface treatment but are more probably formed during either
crystallization of the melt or during cooling down of the crystal.
Tab.3.2: Composition analysis of Cd0.96Zn0.04Te matrix and Te-rich inclusion determined by EDX.

Position of the composition analysis

Cd
(at.%)

Te
(at.%)

Zn
(at.%)

1. Matrix
2. Inclusion

47.3
0

49.8
100

2.9
0

It is supposed, that origin mechanism of Te inclusions is similar to mechanism of Cd
inclusions formation [30]. During solidification of the melt proceeding on the Te-rich side of the Tx phase diagram, Te-enrichment ahead of the crystallization interface is created (due to the
constitutional supercooling and thermodynamic instabilities) and Te-enriched droplets can be
formed in the solidified matrix. During the cooling of the crystal, CdTe crystallizes from droplets,
the size of droplets is decreasing and Te-enrichment is increasing. Similarly as in case of Cd
inclusions, this process is connected with formation of the mechanical stress due to a thermal
expansion coefficient misfit. However, the difference of thermal expansion coefficients between
CdTe (4.5×10-6K-1) and Te (14.7×10-6K-1) is not so large [43]. In addition, in Te-enriched droplets,
beside the stress relaxation by dislocations formation, segregation of VCd as dominant Te-rich
defect can also participate on the stress relaxation. The segregation of VCd represents shrinkage of
the droplet and an effective contraction of the lattice around the droplet. Hence, the mechanical
stress is continuously relaxed by segregation of VCd leading to creation of an empty void inside the
droplet. After solidification of the droplet below 451°C an inclusion completely filled by pure Te
with a void and without dislocation loops (with precipitates) around the inclusion is created [30].
a)

b)

Fig.3.7: (a) IR microscope image and (b) SEM image of a hexagonal-shaped Te inclusion.
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3.4. Inclusion reduction
Since the chemical composition of both types of inclusions was successfully determined,
further experiments were focused on finding an optimal annealing recipe for their reduction.
Annealing experiments were performed systematically for a wide range of annealing temperatures,
pressures and cooling rates after the annealing. The aim was to effectively eliminate inclusions by a
one-day annealing. Moreover, it was desirable to improve by annealing also the IR transmittance of
Cd0.96Zn0.04Te substrates and keep the resistivity of CdTe-based detectors above 108Ωcm after the
annealing. Annealing was performed in an evacuated ampoule, where the sample was placed at the
temperature plateau with higher temperature. 6N source of Cd/Te was placed to the coldest part of
the ampoule for the partial pressure control. The notation e.g. 700/600°C used in next paragraphs
will represent the sample temperature/temperature of the metal source. Applied temperature of the
sample and partial pressure were determinate by the stability region of the P-T phase diagram
(given by the sublimation line at low pressures and by the 3-phase line at high pressures). Atoms
distribution in the crystal lattice was modified in dependence on applied annealing temperature and
partial pressure by diffusion. The diffusion rate was given mainly by annealing temperature, but
could be affected also by material parameters (faster in samples with grain boundaries, slower in
samples with enhanced concentration of impurities in the crystal lattice).
At the beginning, samples containing Cd inclusions were annealed in Cd or Te vapor to
inclusions reduction. Then similar experiments were performed also on crystals with Te inclusions.
Cd0.96Zn0.04Te substrates were characterized by IR microscopy, Hall measurements and IR
transmittance measurements before and after every annealing step. Detector-grade materials needed
more complex characterization and were investigated by IR microscopy, resistivity measurements,
photoluminescence and detection measurements before and after annealing steps. Annealings under
Cd overpressure were performed in the temperature range of 500-1000°C, Te-rich annealings were
done in the range of 500-850°C. To conclude, the annealing experiments were aimed at finding of
an effective method of inclusion reduction and IR transmission enhancement in substrate-grade
materials. In case of detector-grade CdTe materials, the work was focused on effective inclusion
reduction and the resistivity preservation using a suitable thermal treatment.

3.4.1 Annealing of crystals with Cd inclusions
Annealing in Cd vapor
Cd0.96Zn0.04Te substrates containing Cd inclusions with diameters up to 120μm were

Fig.3.8: IR images of the same Cd inclusion (a) before and (b) after the annealing in Cd vapor.
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annealed at various temperatures under Cd pressure in the temperature range of 600-900°C. It was
found out that Cd-rich annealing reduces the inclusions size only partly [55]. Especially, inclusions
corona was only partly reduced and irregular-shaped inclusion core was revealed (Fig.3.8). The IR
transmittance of the substrate was high before annealing and remained excellent also after the Cdrich annealing (see black and red lines in Fig.3.10). Even annealing at 900°C for 24 hours did not
remove the inclusion corona completely. Since the corona of Cd inclusions was affected by Cd-rich
annealing only slightly, it can be supposed that corona is formed from cadmium precipitates
located on dislocation loops. Similar results were observed also in CdTe:In crystal with Cd
inclusions.

Fig.3.9: IR images of the sample with Cd inclusions (a) annealed in Te vapor at 700/590°C for 24
hours with a cooling rate of 1.5°C/min. The corona of Cd inclusion was completely removed (b) and
new Te precipitates were created on dislocations (c). Re-annealing of the sample in a Cd atmosphere at
700/600°C for 24 hours with a cooling rate of 1.5°C/min. affected neither the size of inclusion core (d)
nor the size of Te precipitates (e).
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Annealing in Te vapor
Substrate-grade Cd0.96Zn0.04Te samples and CdTe:In with Cd inclusions (Fig.3.9a) were
annealed in a Te atmosphere in the temperature range of 500-850°C. It was found out that Te-rich
annealing at temperature above 650°C completely removed the corona of Cd inclusions and the
inclusion core exhibited more rounded shape (Fig.3.9b) [30]. Moreover, new type of small
precipitates (~1μm) was created preferentially on dislocations (Fig.3.9c). Since precipitates were
created at positions different from the original positions of as-grown Cd inclusions, they are
expected to have a Te-rich composition. Based on obtained results it can be deduced that Te-rich
annealing leads to a relaxation of dislocations surrounding the Cd inclusions. It is expected that Cd
precipitates in the inclusion corona were eliminated by in-diffusion of cadmium vacancies during
Te-rich annealing.
As a second step, the sample with Te precipitates shown in Fig.3.9b,c was re-annealed in
Cd atmosphere at conditions 700/600°C for 24 hours with the aim of eliminating Te precipitates
[30]. However, the concentration of Te precipitates remained unchanged (Fig.3.9e), probably
because of the lower sensitivity of Te precipitates located on dislocations to Cd-rich annealing. The
core of inclusions remained also unchanged after the second annealing step under Cd pressure
(Fig.3.9d).

Fig.3.10: IR transmittance of as-grown Cd-rich Cd0.96Zn0.04Te (black line), after annealing in Te vapor
(blue line) and after re-annealing in Cd vapor (red line). The maximal IR transmittance of CdTe in
measured range is about 65%.

Since annealing of crystals with Cd inclusions in Te vapor seemed to be more effective
than annealing under Cd pressure, Te-rich annealing can be used for marked inclusions reduction.
Simultaneously, also the effect of such an annealing on IR transmittance of substrate-grade material
was investigated. It was found that Te-rich thermal treatment significantly decreased the IR
transmittance of the substrate (Fig.3.10). However, restoration of initial excellent IR transmittance
to value about 65% in the application attractive region around λ=10μm was observed after reannealing of the material in a Cd atmosphere [30].
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3.4.2. Effect of the post-anneal cooling rate
A new type of second phase defects was observed in samples after annealing in a Te
atmosphere followed by a fast post-anneal cooling. Since VCd is the dominant native Te-rich point
defect during Te-rich annealing, it is expected that the composition of precipitates is Te-rich and
they consist of empty voids created by precipitation of VCd. The size and density of new Te
precipitates depended on the applied annealing temperature, partial tellurium pressure and postanneal cooling rate. It was found that the cooling rate after the annealing is the most important
parameter determining the size and density of Te precipitates (Fig.3.11) [30]. The highest density
of precipitates with size up to few microns was observed in samples quenched in the air after the
annealing (Fig.3.11a). After application of slower cooling, precipitates were created mainly on
dislocations and formed chain-like defects visible in IR microscope images (Figs.3.11b,c). It was
found out that for suppression of Te precipitates formation below the resolution limit of the IR
microscope, an application of a slow post-anneal cooling below 1°C/min is necessary (Fig.3.11d).
This effect can be explained based on the analysis of the equilibrium phase diagram T-x of CdTe
plotted in Fig.3.12. During Te-rich annealing [VCd] is set at elevated value. During slow post-anneal
cooling (blue line in Fig.3.12) [VCd] reaches the maximal solubility of tellurium in the crystal lattice
given by the solidus line. With decreasing temperature, [VCd] is equilibrated with the retrograde
shape of the solidus line by out-diffusion of VCd from the crystal. Diffusion rate decreases with
decreasing temperature. At a certain temperature, where the diffusion rate of VCd is too low to be
able to equilibrate [VCd] with the maximal solubility, excess VCd starts to precipitate. Since the
(a) quenched in the air

(b) cooling rate 5°C/min.

(c) cooling rate 1.5°C/min.

(d) cooling rate <1°C/min.

Fig.3.11: Dependence of the size and density of Te precipitates on the cooling rate after Te-rich
annealing. Samples were annealed at similar annealing conditions under Te overpressure: 700/600°C for
24 hours, only sample (a) was quenched after annealing at 800/700°C for 24 hours.
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Fig.3.12: Schematic sketch of a slow (blue line) and fast (red line) post-anneal cooling in the equilibrium
T-x phase diagram.

precipitation starts at temperature much lower than the annealing temperature, the excess of VCd
during precipitation is not very large and only small precipitates are created. Different situation
occurs during fast post-anneal cooling (red line in Fig.3.12). An elevated value of VCd set by
annealing remains practically unchanged in the crystal during the whole cooling process. After the
crossing of the solidus line, excess concentration of VCd starts to precipitate in the whole volume
(and preferentially on dislocations). After creation of a huge number of small precipitates, the
amount of precipitates remains unchanged and remaining excess of VCd starts to increase the size of
precipitates created earlier. Hence, a huge density of large (few μm) precipitates is observed after
the quick post-anneal cooling in IR microscope images.
In addition, an influence of the chlorine doping level on the size and density of Te
precipitates was investigated. For this purpose, three types of CdTe:Cl samples with doping levels
1
nCl
 3.4 1016 cm 3 , nCl2  6.9 1016 cm 3 and nCl3  2 1017 cm 3 were used. However, no

a)

b)

Fig.3.13: (a) Undoped CdTe sample after Cd-rich annealing followed by a slow cooling (<2°C/min.). (b)
represents an undoped CdTe sample with Cd precipitates created after annealing in a Cd atmosphere at
above 900°C for 24 hours followed by quenching in the air. Moreover, preferential (heterogeneous)
precipitation of point defects on a crystal imperfection (chain-like imperfection) can be seen on the left
side of Fig.3.13b.
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dependence of Te precipitates morphology on the chlorine content was found.
Similar experiments were also performed under Cd overpressure. In this case, precipitates
observable by IR microscopy were obtained by quenching of the sample after Cd-rich annealing at
temperature above 850°C (Fig.3.13). The size of created Cd precipitates was below the resolution
limit of the IR microscope (<1μm). The explanation of Cd precipitates formation can be based on
similar analysis of the T-x phase diagram as for Te precipitates. During the annealing, the system
state is near the Cd saturation given by the solidus line on the Cd-rich side. Fast post-anneal
cooling leads to the precipitation of excess Cd-rich native defects (mainly Cdi) formed during the
annealing resulting in creation of Cd precipitates.

3.4.3. Annealing of crystals with Te inclusions
Annealing in Te vapor
Most of grown CdTe crystals usually contain the second type of inclusions – Te inclusions.
At first, an influence of annealing in a Te atmosphere on Te inclusion morphology was
investigated. Few undoped CdTe samples containing inclusions with the size up to 30microns were
annealed in the temperature range 600-800°C under Te overpressure with a cooling rate of

Fig.3.14: IR microscope image of the sample with Te inclusions (a) before and (b) after annealing in Te
vapor at 800°C for 24 hours followed ba a cooling rate of 2°C/min.

2°C/min. Typical result of such an annealing is showed in Fig.3.14. The size of inclusions
decreased only slightly and the morphology of inclusions was changed to a more circular shape
[55]. After the annealing also Te precipitates with the size up to few micrometers were formed.
Annealing in Cd vapor
Since the Te inclusions were not much affected by annealing in a Te atmosphere, effect of
Cd-rich annealing on these second phase defects was investigated. Experiments were performed on
a large number of samples prepared from various crystals (CdZnTe substrates, undoped CdTe and
CdTe:Cl detectors prepared by various growth techniques). A typical size of Te inclusions was in
the range of 20-30μm. Beside these large inclusions, some crystals (CdZnTe samples and few
undoped CdTe samples) contained also small inclusions with the size up to few microns, which
usually formed “chain-like” structures visible by the IR microscopy. A systematic research of
annealing under Cd-rich conditions was performed in a wide temperature range of 500-1000°C.
After the annealing, a cooling rate of 1-2°C/min. was applied.
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Fig.3.15: IR microscope image of CdTe:Cl crystal prepared by the THM technique (a) before and (b) after
annealing in Cd vapor at 700/600°C for 24 hours.

It was found that the effect of Cd-rich annealing was slightly different for various crystals.
The results can be divided into three groups. The first group is represented by CdTe:Cl crystal
prepared by the Travelling Heater Method (THM) produced commercially by Acrorad Ltd. It is
expected that these crystals were prepared from high-purity 7N starting materials. Hence, these
crystals contain probably very low concentration of impurities. Cd0.96Zn0.04Te and undoped CdTe
crystals prepared by the Vertical Gradient Freeze (VGF) technique can be included into the second
group. These crystals were prepared from 6N starting materials and, beside large Te inclusions,
contained also small inclusions with the size up to few microns. The third group of crystals was
formed by CdTe:Cl crystals prepared by VGF method using 6N Cd and Te and only 3N CdCl2.
It was found out that Cd-rich annealing of the first group of crystals at 700/600°C for 24
hours with a cooling rate of 1.5°C/min. completely eliminated all Te inclusions (Fig.3.15) and no
second phase defects were visible by IR microscopy in samples from the first group [56].
In samples from the second group, annealing in Cd vapor at temperature higher than 650°C
for 24 hours with a cooling rate slower than 2°C/min. was found to be an effective thermal
treatment for reduction of the size of larger Te inclusions (Fig.3.16). On the contrary, small
inclusions (the size up to few micrometers) were not eliminated even after Cd-rich annealing at
1000/870°C for 24 hours. It is expected [30] that small inclusions, organized in the geometrical

Fig.3.16: IR microscope image of Cd0.96Zn0.04Te and undoped CdTe crystal prepared by the VGF method (a)
before and (b) after annealing in Cd vapor at 700/600°C for 24 hours. Small inclusions forming a “chainlike” structure on the left side of the image remained practically unchanged even after annealing at 1000°C
for 24 hours.
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(a)

(b)

Fig.3.17: IR microscope image of CdTe:Cl prepared by the VGF method (a) before and (b) after
annealing in Cd vapor at 700/600°C for 24 hours.

structures, are situated on grain boundaries, dislocations or other crystal imperfections, where they
compensate the strain induced by the extended defects. Small inclusions are stabilized at their
positions by relaxed strain energy, being consequently less sensitive to annealing and hardly
eliminated by it. The nature of remained small inclusions after the Cd-rich annealing is unclear.
Annealing of crystals from the third group in a Cd atmosphere below 700°C for 24 hours
was found to be not sufficient for significant inclusion elimination (Fig.3.17). Hence, Cd-rich
annealing at 800/750°C for 24 hours was necessary for reduction of the inclusion size below 3μm
[56]. It is expected that application of higher annealing temperature was necessary due to slower
diffusion within this crystal. Slow diffusion was probably caused by increased concentration of
impurities in the crystal lattice indirectly observed by photoluminescence, where increased amount
of dominant peaks was observed in the bound exciton region (see Fig.3.23). This assumption was
verified by “in-situ” high-temperature Hall effect measurements performed at 600°C under Cd
overpressure (Fig.3.18). The relaxation time necessary to reach a new equilibrium state in CdTe:Cl
prepared by the VGF was approximately 10-times longer comparing to undoped CdTe.

Fig.3.18: Relaxation of the carrier concentration of undoped CdTe and CdTe:Cl prepared by the VGF
method measured by “in-situ” high-temperature Hall effect measurements under Cd overpressure. In both
measurements the sample temperature was kept at 600°C and a step-like change of the Cd source
temperature from 550°C to 500°C was performed. The relaxation to a new equilibrium carrier
concentration was in CdTe:Cl sample approximately 10-times longer comparing to undoped CdTe.
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Fig.3.19: IR transmittance spectra of Cd0.96Zn0.04Te substrates before and after annealing in Cd vapor at
various temperatures.

In case of Cd0.96Zn0.04Te substrate-grade material, an effect of Cd-rich annealing on the IR
transmittance of samples was investigated. It was found that the IR transmittance reached
practically maximal theoretical values after the annealing in a Cd atmosphere (Fig.3.19) [55]. On
the other hand, properties of detector-grade CdTe:Cl crystals were strongly affected by Cd-rich
annealing. Especially, one of the main parameter of the detector-grade material – the resistivity
above 108Ωcm – was completely changed and low resistivity (ρ<0.1Ωcm) of samples was observed
after the annealing. Hence, in case of the detector-grade CdTe:Cl, it was necessary to find an
additional annealing treatment leading to a restoration of the material resistivity of detectors
annealed in a cadmium atmosphere.

3.5. Resistivity restoration of CdTe:Cl crystals
Since Cd-rich annealing of the detector-grade CdTe:Cl led in to a significant decrease of
the material resistivity and loss of the detection ability, an additional annealing treatment was
necessary for increasing of the resistivity. Therefore, the second annealing treatment under Te
overpressure performed with the aim of a restoration of the initial resistivity was investigated [56].

3.5.1. As-grown samples
In this part of the work, two CdTe:Cl crystals with high density of Te inclusions with the
size up to 30μm prepared by two different techniques were used. The first crystal was prepared
using the VGF method from 6N Cd and
Tab.3.3: Properties of as-grown samples cut from different
Te and 3N CdCl2. The chlorine
CdTe:Cl wafers.
concentration along the VGF ingot
wafer name
[Cl] (cm-3)
Resistivity (Ωcm)
approximately followed the chlorine
3.4×1016
VGF-1
3.3×105
segregation coefficient in CdTe [18].
6.9×1016
VGF-2
7×107
Three wafers from different parts of the
2×1017
VGF-3
2×109
VGF crystal were sliced. Every wafer
2.4×1017
THM
2×109
contained
different
chlorine
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concentrations and also exhibited different resistivity (see Tab.3.3). From each wafer six samples
were cut for resistivity restoration experiments. Generally, it is expected that the wafer resistivity is
connected with the chlorine doping level [Cl]. Similar dependence of the material resistivity on
[Cl] was found in [39], where CdTe:Cl with ρ>108Ωcm was obtained in crystals with [Cl] > 1×1017
cm-3. This can be explained based on results of Meyer et al. [57], who showed that the
concentration of the dominant acceptor – chlorine A-center VCd-ClTe – exceeds in crystals with [Cl]
< 1×1017 cm-3 the concentration of a dominant donor ClTe and the concentration of both dominant
point defects is equal for [Cl] ≈ 1×1017 cm-3. The second crystal was prepared commercially by the
THM technique. It is expected that the crystal was grown from 7N starting materials. From this
crystal only one wafer was available, the parameters of which are also listed in Tab.3.3.

3.5.2. The first annealing step – Annealing in Cd vapor
The aim of the Cd-rich annealing treatment was to eliminate Te inclusions. More detailed
description of annealing conditions and their influence on Te inclusions was given in the section
3.4.3. Inclusions in both crystals were successfully eliminated by annealing in a Cd atmosphere,
however, an adverse consequence of such a thermal treatment was a significant decrease of the
material resistivity to ρ<0.1Ωcm. All samples exhibited n-type conductivity after the annealing.
This result can be explained by annihilation of VCd by in-diffusion of Cdi into the crystal lattice
during Cd-rich annealing, which leads to loss of the compensation and to setting the donor ClTe as
the dominant point defect. Since chlorine atoms are incorporated in the tellurium sublattice and
most of diffusion processes proceed in the cadmium sublattice, it is expected that [Cl] in the crystal
lattice is affected by annealing in Cd vapor only slightly.

3.5.3. The second annealing step – Re-annealing in Te vapor
The aim of the second annealing step in a Te atmosphere was to increase the material
resistivity. The main idea of such a thermal treatment step is showed in Fig.3.20. It is expected that
high resistive CdTe:Cl is result of a good compensation between the dominant donor ClTe and

Fig.3.20: Schematic description of the effect of two-step annealing on the concentration of dominant
point defects and position of the Fermi energy.
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dominant acceptors VCd and chlorine A-center. If the concentration of both types of defects is close
to each other, the Fermi energy is pinned on a deep level close to the midgap and semi-insulating
(SI) material is formed. During Cd-rich annealing annihilation of VCd due to in-diffusion of Cdi into
the crystal lattice occurs and decrease of [VCd] (and consequently [A-centers]) is observed. ClTe
becomes the dominant point defect and the Fermi energy is pinned on the dominant donor level.
Hence, the aim of the second Te-rich annealing is to increase [VCd] (and consequently also [Acenter]) close to [ClTe] (simultaneously, [ClTe] decreases due to the formation of a chlorine Acenter). This leads to a compensation of dominant donor and acceptor defects and the Fermi energy
is pinned again on a deep level close to the midgap, whose origin is unknown.
To find an optimal annealing treatment under Te atmosphere leading to increase of the
material resistivity, a systematic investigation of annealing conditions was performed. The
resistivity of samples after the second Te-rich annealing is plotted in Fig.3.21. As can be seen, the
resistivity of all samples significantly increased after the re-annealing of samples in a Te
atmosphere. From three types of VGF samples, the highest resistivity was achieved in VGF-3
samples. Resistivity of VGF-1 and VGF-2 samples after two-step annealing did not reach the initial
resistivity and was over one order of magnitude lower. On the other hand, VGF-3 samples
exhibited practically identical resistivity   2  109 cm before and after two-step annealing. Terich annealing of VGF samples at 700°C for 24 hours with the temperature of the Te source in the
range of 550-600°C was found to be optimal concerning the annealing time, sample resistivity,
sample homogeneity and negligible sample sublimation. The cooling rate after the annealing was
kept lower than 1°C/min. for suppression of Te precipitates formation [30]. The size of the created
Te precipitates was below the resolution limit of the IR microscopy. Most of samples exhibited the
p-type conductivity, only one VGF-3 sample annealed at the lowest Te pressure was n-type (in
Fig.3.21 labeled by the black circle).
THM samples were annealed in Te vapor at 700°C at various Te pressures for 24 hours

Fig.3.21: The resistivity dependence on Te overpressure after the second annealing step in Te vapor.
Every point represents the resistivity of one sample after two-step annealing. Most of the samples were
annealed at 700°C for 24 hours. Samples annealed at the lowest Te pressure 1.26×10-4atm were annealed
at 600°C for 50 hours. Filled symbols are samples cooled slowly after the second Te-rich annealing.
Empty symbols represent samples quenched in the air after the second Te-rich annealing step. Lines are
guides for eyes only.
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with a cooling rate of 0.8°C/min. After the two-step annealing, no Te precipitates visible by IR
microscopy were observed. The final resistivity of samples did not reach the initial resistivity of asgrown material and was in the range of ρ=5-9×108Ωcm depending on the applied Te overpressure.
The highest resistivity was observed after the annealing at 700/540°C for 24 hours. All annealed
samples exhibited the p-type conductivity. To prove the reproducibility of the two-step annealing
treatment, two THM samples were always annealed together in the same Te-rich annealing run.
After the annealing, their mutual difference of the resistivity was below 30%.
VGF-1, VGF-2 and THM samples after two-step annealing exhibited lower resistivity than
before the annealing treatment. The reason for this effect remains unclear. It is difficult to decide,
whether it was caused by a contamination of the material during annealing process or whether this
phenomenon rather had a physical origin.
From results, plotted in Fig.3.21, can be concluded that the final resistivity of samples was
determined mainly by the chlorine doping concentration and was practically independent of the
applied Te pressure PTe during the Te-rich re-annealing. Observed weak pressure dependence can
2

be explained by two models:
MODEL I: It is expected that the dynamic processes concern mainly the Cd sublattice in
CdTe, where the volatile Cd may be easily removed from the lattice and the formation energy of
the relevant point defects is low [58]. The defect density at Cd sublattice, Cd vacancy, is
determined by the Cd pressure PCd linked to PTe2 via the reaction constant Ki(T) [59]

PCd  K i (T ) / PTe2 .

(3.1)

In an ideal case of an isothermal annealing at thermal equilibrium the sample temperature Tsample
should be used for the calculation of the reaction constant Ki(T). At the two-zone furnace
annealing, however, the component pressures are ruled by the cold zone temperature Tcomponent
where Te is disposed. Consequently, PCd in a two-zone furnace at Te annealing can be significantly
reduced and, moreover, the cooling/heating of the Te source does not entail the usually expected
increase/decrease of PCd according eq. (3.1), even an opposite dependence can be obtained. The
value of PCd becomes more doubtful, if pure Te in the cold zone is used. In that case PCd near the
sample is set by highly unspecific dynamic process of the evaporation of Cd from the sample, Cd
flux toward the cold zone and dissolution in Te. Such methodological shortcomings of the twozone annealing can result in the conductivity apparently independent on Te pressure. Final
properties of the material depend only slightly on applied Te pressure at Te-rich annealing and the
process resembles rather the annealing in vacuum than the annealing at defined pressures.

Fig.3.22: “In-situ” high-temperature conductivity and carrier concentration of VGF-3 sample measured at
temperatures 600, 700 and 800°C at various Te pressures.
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MODEL II: The second explanation can be based on a compensation process during Terich annealing concerning shallow donors ClTe and acceptors VCd and ClTe-VCd. During the Te-rich
annealing [VCd] is set at elevated value. During slow cooling after the annealing, Cd vacancies
together with ClTe form chlorine A-centers whose concentration is determined by [Cl]. With
decreasing temperature, VCd start to precipitate or vanish on extended defects and [VCd] decreases.
Therefore, the concentration of acceptors is given mainly by chlorine A-centers and depends more
on the chlorine doping level than on the applied Te pressure during the Te-rich annealing.
The first model can be supported by results from “in-situ” high-temperature Hall effect
measurements of VGF-3 sample performed under Te overpressure (Fig.3.22), where a relatively
weak pressure dependence of the conductivity and carrier concentration was observed at 600, 700
and 800°C. Contrary to this, to prove the second suggested model, one VGF-1 and one VGF-3
sample was cooled down rapidly in the air after the second Te-rich annealing step. Both samples, in
VGF 1
Fig.3.21 plotted as empty symbols, exhibited low resistivity (  quenched
 40cm

and

VGF 3
 quenched
 72cm ) and the p-type conductivity. We suppose that during the fast cooling VCd mainly

remain “frozen” in the crystal lattice or start to create precipitates and formation of chlorine Acenters is not dominant. This leads to an increased concentration of acceptor defects (mainly [VCd])
compared to [ClTe] and low-resistive p-type material is obtained. This experiment supports the idea
that the compensation occurs during cooling of the material and is based mainly on the
compensation of the donor ClTe and acceptor chlorine A-center. To conclude, both models seem to
have an experimental rationale, however, it is difficult to decide, which model explains the weak
pressure dependence of the resistivity after two-step annealing more accurately.
High-resistive CdTe:Cl usually exhibits the p-type conductivity [56] compared to CdTe:In
with typical n-type conductivity [60]. This phenomenon can be explained by a compensation model
concerning dominant point defects – doping donors (InCd or ClTe) and acceptors (VCd; InCd-VCd or
ClTe-VCd) [61]. Within this model, the position of the Fermi energy EF is given by the relation:
1
E F  f T , p   EVCd  E A  EiVCd  EiA
(3.2)
2
where f T , p  is a function depending on temperature and pressure of the system; EVCd and EA is





the formation energy of cadmium vacancy and A-center, respectively; and EiVCd and E iA is the
ionization energy of VCd and A-center, respectively. The parameters EA and E iA depend on the type
of an A-center. For crystals doped by indium E A  0.3eV and EiA  140meV [10] can be used. In
chlorine doped crystals E A  0.5eV and EiA  120meV [10]. Based on equation (3.2), the
position of the Fermi level in CdTe:Cl is shifted approximately 110meV closer to the valence band
in comparison with CdTe:In crystals. Therefore, high-resistive chlorine doped CdTe exhibits
usually the p-type conductivity and high-resistive CdTe:In is typically n-type.
From the obtained results, it can be concluded that the chlorine doping level is the most
important parameter determining whether CdTe:Cl crystal is high-resistive (ρ>108Ωcm) after twostep annealing or not. This effect can be explained by a compensation model based on the
compensation of the donor ClTe and acceptor chlorine A-center. Our experiments and also results of
Ohmori et al. [39] and Meyer et al. [57] lead to the conclusion that a good compensation occurs in
the CdTe:Cl material with chlorine doping level above 1017cm-3.
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3.5.4. Photoluminescence spectra
PL spectra of VGF-3 (Fig.3.23) and THM (Fig.3.24) samples before and after two-step
annealing were measured in the energy range of 0.5-1.62eV. Two significant differences were
observed in annealed samples. The first one was an increase of the peak intensity at 1.576eV; the
second effect was a creation of a non-standard emission at 1.26eV. In earlier PL studies [62],[63], a
similar emission about 1.27eV was observed in Au doped CdTe. In Hamann’s work [62], a broad

Fig.3.23: PL spectra of VGF-3 sample before and after two-step annealing measured at 4.2K.

peak at 1.27eV was found. Molva et al.[63] observed a structure with phonon replicas at about
1.27eV, which was attributed to a donor-acceptor pair (DAP) formed by the acceptor AuCd and an
unknown donor. The peak at 1.576eV was in both works connected with the shallow acceptor AuCd.
In this work, both appeared emissions were observed in samples without any Au doping or surface
deposition during and between annealing steps, and a connection of both emissions with AuCd is
questionable.
The same emission at 1.26eV with phonon replicas structure was also observed in In-doped
CdTe crystals annealed in Te vapor [64]. Since the emission in CdTe:Cl and CdTe:In is located at
the same position, the origin of the emission is not connected with the type of doping donor Cl or
In (see Fig.3.25). The character of the emission at 1.26eV was investigated on samples annealed

Fig.3.24: PL spectra of THM sample before and after two-step annealing measured at 4.2K.
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under various Te pressure to study, whether the emission is formed by native defects. However, no
dependence on the applied Te pressure was found. To conclude, the emission at 1.26eV with
phonon replica structure can be attributed to a DAP defect with unclear composition. The origin of
the peak at 1.576eV can be assigned to an unknown bound exciton or to the phonon replica of free
exciton FE-LO usually observed at 1.575eV.

Fig.3.25: Comparison of the A-center and DAP emissions in CdTe:In annealed in Te vapor and CdTe:Cl
after two-step annealing. Positions of peaks of indium and chlorine A-centers are different by 2meV in
agreement with their different formation energies. Since the positions of DAP peaks are identical for both
types of crystals (blue marks), it can be concluded that the origin of a DAP is not connected with the type
of doping atoms (In or Cl).

3.5.5. Gamma-ray and Alpha-particle spectra
Gamma-ray and alpha-particle spectroscopy of VGF-3 and THM crystals were performed
before and after two-step annealing treatment. In γ-ray spectra of the VGF-3 crystal, the main
photopeak was shifted to lower energies and the photopeak height decreased (Fig.3.26). Observed
high noise at low energies was caused by a significant surface leakage current. The (μτ)e remained

Fig.3.26: Gamma-ray spectra of VGF-3 sample (a) before and (b) after two-step annealing.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig.3.27: (a) – gamma-ray spectra of THM sample before and after two-step annealing. (b) – evaluation
of μτe-product based on the Hecht analysis. Alpha-particle spectra of THM sample (c) before and (d) after
two-step annealing.

practically unchanged at a level of 2.7×10-4cm2/V (see Tab.3.4). The main photopeak in γ-ray
spectra of annealed THM samples was shifted to lower energies, the photopeak height decreased
and the FWHM increased (Fig.3.27a). Moreover, a significant drop of the (μτ)e from 2.8×103
cm2/V to 1.5×10-4cm2/V was observed (Fig.3.27b). In both crystals two effects could affect the
detection ability after application of a two-step annealing: a) redistribution of impurities from Te
inclusions during Cd-rich annealing and b) contamination of the material during the annealing
treatment. Both effects could lead to incorporation of impurities into the crystal lattice and
formation of an unknown deep level, which is not possible to seen in PL spectra and which
markedly decreases the CCE. It is expected that the THM wafer was prepared from purer (7N)
starting materials comparing to the VGF crystal (6N starting materials). Hence, the described
effects had probably bigger influence on the detection ability of THM samples than of VGF-3
samples. Moreover, it is expected that the CCE was not affected by the defect with the emission
line at 1.26eV found by PL, because this defect assigned to DAP is attributed to too shallow
(acceptor and donor) defects.
Tab.3.4: The resistivity and μτ-product of electrons of as-grown and annealed samples.

sample
VGF-3
THM

Resistivity (Ωcm)
as-grown
2×109
2×109

μτe (cm2/V)
as-grown
2.8×10-4
2.8×10-3
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Resistivity (Ωcm)
annealed
2×109
8×108

μτe (cm2/V)
annealed
2.7×10-4
1.5×10-4

3.6. Summary
This part of the work was focused on characterization and elimination of both types of
inclusions present in CdTe materials. It was found out that star-shaped inclusions are formed from
a pure cadmium core surrounded probably by Cd-rich precipitates situated at dislocation loops
around the core. On the other hand, triangle-shaped inclusions were completely filled by pure
tellurium and lot of inclusions contained also a void inside. Model of inclusion creation was
suggested for both types of inclusions. From experiments can be concluded that the size of Cd
inclusions can be reduced by an annealing in Te vapor at temperature above 700°C. However, the
core of Cd inclusion cannot be eliminated by any type of investigated annealing treatments.
Moreover, in the substrate-grade Cd0.96Zn0.04Te material, Te-rich annealing leads to marked
decrease of the IR transmittance at about λ=10μm and re-annealing of the material in Cd vapor is
necessary for the high infrared transmittance restoration. Detector-grade CdTe usually doesn’t
contain this type of inclusions and hence this type of material was not investigated in detail.
Contrary to Cd inclusions, Te inclusions can be in most cases successfully eliminated by annealing
in a Cd atmosphere at temperatures above 650°C. Such an annealing treatment leads to an increase
of the IR transmittance of a substrate-grade material close to maximal values. In CdTe:Cl detectorgrade material, Cd-rich annealing leads to a loss of the high-resistivity and detection ability. Hence
re-annealing of the material under Te overpressure is necessary for the resistivity restoration. Slow
post-anneal cooling (<1°C/min.) was applied for suppression of Te precipitates formation. It was
found that the final resistivity depends mainly on the chlorine doping level and the highest
resistivity was observed in crystals with nCl>1017cm-3. Moreover, a weak dependence of the
resistivity on applied Te pressure during the second re-annealing step was observed. Two models
were proposed as an explanation of this behavior and discussed. In addition, two-step annealing led
to an appearance of two new emissions in PL spectra and also to decrease of the detection ability of
commercially prepared detectors.
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4. High-temperature transport properties of CdTe
4.1. Introduction
Properties of the grown crystal strongly depend on the crystallization process and following
cooling of the crystal to the room temperature. Both growing parameters (crystallization conditions,
post-growth cooling rate) affect the deviation of stoichiometry and distribution of defects in the
solidified crystal lattice. Electrical measurements (electrical conductivity/resistivity; carrier
concentration and mobility) are very sensitive to crystal properties at atomic level. Hence, electrical
measurements performed directly at high temperature can provide lot of information about
dominant charged point defects, or diffusion processes and rates. During “in-situ” Hall effect
measurements (transport measurements performed directly at high temperatures) the CdTe sample
is held at constant temperature and surrounding vapor pressure is defined by cadmium or tellurium
temperature. If a pressure step-like change is performed, electrical properties start to relax to new
equilibrium values. Since the chemical diffusion is faster at higher temperatures, also the relaxation
of electrical properties after the pressure step-like change is faster at higher temperature of the
sample. The relaxation exhibits an exponential character and diffusion coefficient can be
determined by fitting of the relaxation decay. After relaxation, all electrical properties reach new
values given by a new redistribution of point defects in the crystal lattice. Such measurements can
be performed at various temperatures in the range of 450-1000°C. Analysis of pressure dependence
of electrical entities at various temperatures can provide useful information about the point defect
distribution at high temperatures.
Electrical properties of CdTe at elevated temperature were measured for the first time by de
Nobel [1]. He measured electrical conductivity of CdTe:In and CdTe:Cu crystals annealed at high
temperatures (700, 800 and 900°C) at various Cd pressures followed by their quenching to room
temperature after the annealing. He observed an increase of the electrical conductivity with higher
applied Cd pressure during the annealing resulting in a dependence of  ~ PCd1 / 2 . He attributed this
behavior to native singly ionized donor defects ( Cd i or VTe ). Near tellurium saturation (low PCd)
the samples exhibited relatively strong dependence on applied pressure explained by the presence
of a dominant native acceptor VCd. The first real “in-situ” Hall effect measurements were performed
by Whelan and Shaw [65]. Contrary to de Nobel, their experiments on undoped CdTe led to
pressure dependence of  ~ PCd1 / 3 resulting in a model, in which native doubly ionized donor defects
( Cd i  or VTe  ) are dominant point defects at high temperatures (490-950°C) near the cadmium
saturation. Similar results were also observed by Zanio [31] and Smith [66]. Moreover, Smith [66]
found relatively weak pressure dependence near to the tellurium saturation. He explained this
behavior by the presence of an acceptor impurity rather than by the presence of a native acceptor
defect. Zanio [31] evaluated for the first time the diffusion coefficient from “in-situ” Hall effect
measurements based on the relaxation of the electrical conductivity after a step-like change of
pressure: DCdTe  4 exp1.15  0.1eV / kT cm 2 / s . Direct comparison of quenching experiments and
~

“in-situ” measurements was performed by Selim et al. [67]. His results were in a good agreement
with quenching experiments of de Nobel [1] and “in-situ” measurements of Whelan and Shaw [65],
Zanio [31] and Smith [66]. The difference in results between quenching and “in-situ” experiments
was attributed to precipitation of native defects and dopants occurring during fast cooling of the
crystal after the annealing. Based on mentioned works and review studies of Chern [68,69,70],
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Berding [58], Grill [21] and Fochuk [71]; a basic behavior of the point defect structure at high
temperatures (700-900°C) can be summarized:
undoped CdTe:

1/ 3
high PCd — Cd i  and partly VTe  dominate, typical slope  ~ PCd


low PCd (high PTe ) — VCd  , VCd , TeCd
, TeCd
and partly Tei dominate
2

CdTe doped by a donor:

high PCd — donor dopant D+ and Cd i  dominate
low PCd (high PTe ) — A-center VCd  D   and singly and


2

doubly ionized acceptors VCd and TeCd dominate
As was mentioned earlier, the situation in quenched samples is more complicated due to
precipitation of dominant point defects during a fast cooling.
This work will be aimed at measuring of “in-situ” high-temperature electrical properties in
the temperature range of 450-1000°C under both cadmium and tellurium overpressure. The goal of
this work is to perform detailed measurements at low temperature (450-600°C) under the Cd
pressure and detailed measurements under Te overpressure, where only few data have been
published. Moreover, a non-standard double relaxation after a specific step-like pressure change
under Cd atmosphere will be investigated. And finally, a simulation of the second Te-rich
annealing step of the two-step annealing will be performed by “in-situ” measurements.

4.2. “In-situ” high-temperature Hall effect measurements of undoped CdTe,
CdTe:In and CdTe:Cl
Pressure dependence of the conductivity and carrier concentration of undoped CdTe and
CdTe:In with nIn =5×1015cm-3 [60] is shown in Fig.4.1 and Fig.4.2, where data from both crystals
are not distinguished because they are very similar. With the aim of plotting data obtained at Cd or
Te pressures into one figure, Te pressure was transferred into the corresponding Cd pressure (PCd)
according to the CdTe partial pressure equation

 G 0f


PCd PTe2  exp
k BT 



(4.1)

where G 0f  287.190  188.0290T J mol  [59] is the Gibbs formation energy and kB is the
Boltzmann constant. Te-rich data are divided from Cd-rich data by a dotted line in both figures.
Measured data (red and blue points) are shown together with older data published in [72] (grey
points). Similar data from both crystals can be explained by low In concentration in CdTe:In,
which is comparable with the concentration of other unintentionally doped impurities. Measured
data (red and blue points) in the Te-rich side, which agree with the defect model [72] better than
old (grey) data, were obtained in the temperature interval 600-900°C. The results of the simulations
within the defect model [72] support the model of native defect structure of undoped Te-rich CdTe
characterized by dominating acceptor VCd and possibly partly compensated by a donor TeCd.
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Fig.4.1: “In-situ” high-temperature Hall effect measurements of conductivity at various Cd or Te
overpressures [60]. Grey points represent data published in [72], red and blue points represent new data.
Solid lines are results of the defect structure calculation of undoped CdTe and the dashed line is a fit at
500°C with additional acceptor level with the density of 4×1015cm-3.

Fig.4.2: “In-situ” high-temperature Hall effect measurements of carrier concentration at various Cd or Te
overpressures [60]. Grey points are data published in [72], red and blue points represent new data. Solid
lines represent the results of the defect structure calculation of undoped CdTe and the dashed line is a fit
at 500°C with additional acceptor level with the density of 4×1015cm-3.
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A systematic slight shift was observed at low temperature (450-600°C) under Cd pressure
comparing to old data [72] due to the presence of an unknown acceptor level. The data at 500°C
were fitted separately and a dominant acceptor with a concentration of 4×1015cm-3 was identified.
The Clausius-Clapeyron equation and thermodynamic data [73] were used to extrapolate known
saturated vapor pressure (PCd-sat) [22] below the melting point of Cd at 321°C, where no
experimental data have been published yet. The new temperature dependence of PCd-sat is expressed
as

T  321C

PCd sat atm  105.66265640 T

(4.2)

T  321C

PCd sat atm  105.1195317 T .

(4.3)

As can be seen from Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, the present defect model doesn’t describe well all
experimental data. The pressure independent conductivity at 500°C and 600°C observed in the Terich side is not in agreement with the model. This effect could be explained by some acceptor
contamination deduced from the Cd-rich measurements at 450°C and 500°C. In case of
measurement at Cd pressure the shallow acceptor level with density 4×10 15cm-3 improves the fit
above PCd ~ 10-4atm at 500°C plotted as the dashed line. The results at PCd ~ 10-4atm, however,
strongly deviate from the theory and no improvement could be obtained within the present defect
model. At higher temperatures (above 600°C) reduced slopes point to unstable or amphoteric-like
acceptors (e.g., phosphorus) being active at maximum Cd pressure. Since similar data were
observed for undoped CdTe and CdTe:In (nIn=5×1015cm-3), possible acceptor contamination during
the sample preparation should be also taken into account. Based on chemical analysis of the
tungsten wire used for the contact preparation, potassium can diffuse from wires during the
measurements and contaminate the sample.
Similar high-temperature “in-situ” transport measurements were also performed on
CdTe:Cl crystals with doping levels nCl = 3.4×1016cm-3 and nCl = 2×1017cm-3. The pressure

Fig.4.3: “In-situ” high-temperature Hall effect measurements of the conductivity at various Cd or Te
overpressures of CdTe:Cl with two different chlorine doping levels. Solid lines represent the defect
structure calculation of CdTe:Cl with [Cl]=2×1017cm-3.
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Fig.4.4: “In-situ” high-temperature Hall effect measurements of the carrier concentration at various Cd or Te
overpressures of CdTe:Cl with two different chlorine doping levels. Solid lines represent the defect structure
calculation of CdTe:Cl with [Cl]=2×1017cm-3.

dependencies of the electrical conductivity and carrier concentration are plotted in Figs.4.3 and 4.4,
respectively. Measured data of samples with nCl = 2×1017cm-3 (green, red and blue points) are
plotted together with the defect model proposed in [72] for CdTe:Cl crystals (solid lines). A
deviation of the conductivity and carrier concentration from the theoretical calculations at 600°C at
the Cd-rich side was found. This can be explained by presence of an acceptor impurity with the
concentration of 4×1016cm-3 (probably acceptor-like CuCd from only 3N purity ClCd2 starting
materials) or by a more complicated defect structure, which is not involved in the defect structure
model [72]. Data from samples with nCl = 3.4×1016cm-3 are plotted as grey symbols and are not
fitted by the defect structure calculations.
The defect model proposed by [72] results in a very similar defect structure for undoped
CdTe and CdTe:In with [In]=5×1015cm-3. Slightly different parameters are used for fitting of
CdTe:Cl with [Cl]= 2×1017cm-3 (see Tab.4.1). In case of CdTe:In crystals, [In]=5×1015cm-3 was
used. In addition, configuration degeneracy factor of an indium A-center is g AIn  12 and the
Tab.4.1: Parameters used in the defect model [72]. Eg is the temperature dependent energy bandgap from
[1]. Two energies for Cdi correspond to the two tetrahedral interstitial sites.

defect
Cdi
VCd
InCd
InCd-VCd
ClTe
ClTe-VCd

Formation
energy (eV)
0.90; 1.10
3.84
-0.3
-0.5

First ionization
energy (eV)
0; 0.16Eg
0.12Eg
0.014
0.12
0.014
0.14

Degeneracy
factor g1/g0
2
2
12
4
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Second ionization
energy (eV)
0.17Eg; 0.27Eg
0.3Eg
-

Degeneracy
factor g2/g0
1
1/3
-

formation energy is E AIn  0.3eV . On the other hand, [Cl]= 2×1017cm-3 was used to fit the data
Cl
obtained from CdTe:Cl crystals. Moreover, g Cl
A  4 and E A  0.5eV for CdTe:Cl was used.

4.3. Non-standard double relaxation
Typical “in-situ” high-temperature Hall effect measurements are performed in such
conditions that the sample is kept at constant temperature and the partial pressure is changed by a
step-like change. After this change, measured conductivity or carrier concentration relaxes to a new
equilibrium value. An example of such a relaxation is plotted in Fig.4.5. Theoretically, the
relaxation time for pressure step-up-change and for identical pressure step-down-change should be
the same. In reality, however, the pressure step-change under Cd pressure to lower PCd exhibits
slower relaxation comparing to the same pressure step-change to higher PCd. This effect was
observed also in [69,70] and [32]. If the pressure step-change is large enough, one can observe
even a non-standard double relaxation behavior after the pressure step-change to lower PCd (for the
first time seen in [74]). This effect was investigated in detail on two different CdTe:Cl crystals with
nCl ≈ 2×1017cm-3. In both crystals, observed relaxations were very similar. Double relaxation
phenomenon was investigated in dependence of various types of the pressure step-changes (see
Figs.4.6,4.7,4.8 and 4.9). At first, step-like pressure changes from high PCd to different lower PCd
were investigated (Fig.4.6). It can be seen in Fig.4.6a, that the conductivity relaxes to the first
metastable state and after some time relaxes again to the final equilibrium state. This metastable
state extends with higher pressure change. From Fig.4.6b can be deduced that the relaxation
behavior of conductivity in Fig.4.6a is given practically only by relaxation of the carrier
concentration and is not affected by a relaxation of the mobility. Moreover, it should be noted that
the double relaxation was observed in cases, when the pressure step passed through the
stoichiometric line in the P-T phase diagram (see arrows in Fig.4.6c) from the Cd-rich to Te-rich
side of the crystal. Fig.4.7 shows the pressure step-like changes from different higher PCd to the
same lower PCd. Similarly as in the previous case, the time of the metastable state was increasing
with increasing of the pressure step-change. It was also found out that the double relaxation doesn’t
depend on the time spent on the higher PCd (Fig.4.8). It means that the properties of the double
relaxation don’t depend on the previous history of the thermal treatment. Finally, an influence of
pressure step-like changes by a constant pressure on the double relaxation phenomenon was studied

(a)

(b)

Fig.4.5: Relaxation of (a) the conductivity and (b) carrier concentration in CdTe:Cl after pressure-downstep and pressure-up-step. The relaxation time after both pressure step-changes is practically identical.
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(Fig.4.9). From Fig.4.9 can be seen that the metastable state survives longer, when the pressure
step-like change is performed at lower PCd. From obtained results can be concluded that the double
relaxation takes longer time if the pressure step-change to lower PCd is larger, is independent of the
previous annealing history and is also more marked at lower cadmium pressures. In earlier works
[32,70] the slower relaxation after a step-change to lower PCd comparing to relaxation to higher PCd
was attributed to temporal precipitation of point defects during the relaxation after the pressure
step-change to lower PCd. The double relaxation investigated in detail in this chapter can be also
attributed to a precipitation of point defects during the step-like change of pressure from the Cdrich crystal to Te-rich crystal enrichment. However, proposed interpretation has not been supported
by any theoretical calculations yet.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.4.6: (a) The conductivity and (b) carrier concentration relaxation after pressure step-like changes
from the same higher PCd to different lower PCd. Pressure is represented by the temperature of the
cadmium source. (c) is the P-T phase diagram (black line is the 3-phase line, orange line is the
stoichiometry line and dashed blue line is the sublimation line), in which the arrows represent
corresponding step-like pressure changes from figures (a) and (b).
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Fig.4.7: Relaxation of the conductivity after pressure step-like changes from different higher PCd to
the same lower PCd. Pressure is represented by the temperature of the Cd source.

Fig.4.8: Relaxation of the conductivity after pressure step-like changes from the same PCd to the
same lower PCd after different time of dwell Δt at higher pressure before the pressure step-like
change. Pressure is represented by the temperature of the Cd source.
(a)

(b)

Fig.4.9: (a) The conductivity and (b) carrier concentration relaxation after pressure step-like changes
from different higher PCd to different lower PCd keeping the pressure difference constant ΔP=30x.
Pressure is represented by the temperature of the cadmium source.
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4.4. “In-situ” measurement of the second Te-rich annealing during two-step
annealing
In the chapter 3.5. a two-step annealing treatment of CdTe:Cl crystals was used for the Te
inclusion elimination and consequent resistivity restoration. Here the second Te-rich re-annealing
process is investigated on CdTe:Cl sample using the “in-situ” Hall effect measurements. The
sample from VGF-3 crystal with as-grown resistivity 2×109Ωcm was pre-annealed by a standard
Cd-rich annealing at conditions 800/750°C for 24 hours with a cooling rate of 1°C/min. (see the
chapter 3.5.). The sample annealed in a Cd atmosphere exhibited resistivity ρ<0.1 Ωcm and carrier
concentration n = 2×1017cm-3. After this treatment, “in-situ” Hall effect measurements of the
second Te-rich re-annealing step was performed. The measurements were performed at 700°C for
24 hours with temperature of the Te source 600°C followed by a cooling rate of 0.8°C/min. These
conditions were the same as in case of a standard Te-rich re-annealing. Fig.4.10 shows the time
evolution of the conductivity, carrier concentration and mobility during the second Te-rich
annealing. During the heating up (between the 1st and 4th hour) the electrical properties were
determined by properties of the sample after the first Cd-rich annealing. This can be seen especially
in Fig.4.10b, where the carrier concentration exhibits a value of about ~2×1017cm-3. After the
temperature stabilization at annealing conditions 700/600°C (temperature of the sample/Te source)
all three electrical parameters of the material were set to values which were in equilibrium with
outside Te pressure and exhibited the n-type conductivity. During the following slow cooling down
to the room temperature a conversion of the material into the p-type conductivity was observed at
temperature approximately 450°C (clearly visible in Figs.4.10b,c). After the conversion, the
conductivity of the material slightly decreased (see Fig.4.10a, at time later than the 37th hour) and
finally reached the value of ~10-2Ω-1cm-1. Final resistivity of the sample (ρ~102Ωcm) was seven
order of magnitude lower than after the standard annealing treatment without welded contacts
(ρ~109Ωcm) using the same annealing conditions. This large discrepancy can be explained by a
contamination of the material during the “in-situ” measurement by acceptor-like impurities
(probably potassium) from tungsten wires. This can lead to disturbance of the compensation
balance resulting in a final low resistive p-type material. However, it is expected that the basic
behavior of the electrical properties during the second Te-rich re-annealing remains unchanged
despite of the presence of an acceptor-like impurity.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.4.10: “In-situ” measurements of (a) the conductivity, (b) carrier concentration and (c) mobility during
Te-rich annealing of CdTe:Cl sample pre-annealed in a Cd atmosphere.
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4.5. Summary
“In-situ” high-temperature Hall effect measurements were performed on undoped CdTe,
CdTe:In and CdTe:Cl with the aim of detailed characterization of the material electrical properties
in the temperature range of 450-1000°C. A large number of new experimental values measured on
undoped and slightly In-doped CdTe were obtained in conductivity(PCd) and carrier
concentration(PCd) diagrams at Te-rich pressures in the range of 500-900°C and at Cd-rich
pressures at low temperatures (450-600°C). Deviations from the defect model described in the
literature were attributed to the contamination of the samples by an acceptor-like impurity during
the “in-situ” measurements. Moreover, a non-standard double relaxation of the conductivity and
carrier concentration in CdTe:Cl was observed during measurements, in which the partial cadmium
pressure was lowered by a large pressure step-like change. Observed metastable state was
investigated in dependence on different parameters of the pressure step-like change. Observed
double relaxation could be explained by a precipitation occurring during the large pressure-downstep proposed in the literature. Finally, the second Te-rich annealing step in a two-step annealing
treatment of CdTe:Cl crystals was investigated by “in-situ” measurements. A conversion of the
material from low resistive n-type to slightly resistive p-type was observed. Final resistivity of the
sample was lower than the resistivity of the sample annealed by a standard annealing process using
the same annealing conditions. The discrepancy can be explained by contamination of the material
by an acceptor-like defect during the “in-situ” experiments.
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5. Infrared transmittance of CdTe
5.1. Introduction
The infrared (IR) transmission has been usually investigated in CdTe as a complementary
method for investigation of CdTe. Observed transmittance spectra have exhibited various
characters and some common tendencies will be described here.
Many works have been focused on preparation of Cd1-xZnxTe (x=0.04) substrates for
epitaxial growth resulting in back-illuminated HgCdTe/CdZnTe infrared detectors working at
λ=10.6μm (0.124eV). Since the detected IR radiation is absorbed in HgCdTe epitaxial layer
deposited on the back side of the substrate, radiation has to pass through the substrate and it is
necessary to suppress the absorption of IR light in the substrate. Increase of the substrate IR
transmission is usually achieved by annealing of the material under Cd overpressure [49]. This
annealing step leads to increase of the transmittance to maximal values of 66% at λ=10.6μm.
However, other material properties like electrical properties or the presence of second phase defects
in annealed substrates were not investigated in detail in [49].
Other works were aimed at investigation of basic properties of doped CdTe crystals.
Usually, the IR transmission was high in well compensated semi-insulating materials. Some works
were focused on investigation of overdoped CdTe crystals by acceptors (P and Te in [75]; Na+Li in
[76]) or donors (Al, B, In in [77]), which exhibited very strong p-type or n-type conductivity,
respectively. These crystals exhibited decrease of the IR transmittance at energies below 0.2eV
(λ>8μm), which was attributed to the free carrier absorption (FCA) phenomenon observed in
crystals with the free carrier concentration (p or n) higher than 3×1015cm-3 [75,77,78] (see the
chapter 1.11.2). In p-type crystals an additional decrease of the IR transmission at about 0.3eV
inexplicable by the FCA was observed [75,76,78]. This additional temperature independent [75]
decrease has been explained by Mie scattering of the IR radiation on Te precipitates with the size
up to tens of nanometers [76,78,79,80]. This explanation was also supported by theoretical
calculations [78,79]. The Mie scattering is a scattering mechanism based on scattering of the light
with a wavelength λ, which is comparable with the dimension of the scattering object R: λ~R.
In this work, most of the study is aimed at investigation of the IR transmittance of crystals,
whose electrical and structural properties were changed by an annealing treatment. Spectra
modulations are mainly given by the applied annealing temperature, type and intensity of vapor
overpressure and cooling rate after the annealing. Similar transmittance properties of Cd0.96Zn0.04Te
and undoped CdTe crystals are supposed. Moreover, an investigation of as-grown crystals heavily
doped by In or Cl is carried out. The maximal theoretical transmittance in the band gap range is
calculated based on Hlidek’s data [81] and is plotted together with measured spectra.

5.2. Annealing followed by a slow cooling
One of the main demand for Cd0.96Zn0.04Te used as substrate for epitaxial growth is as high
as possible transmittance at λ=10.6μm (0.124eV) [49]. Since Cd0.96Zn0.04Te substrates are undoped,
the free carrier concentration of as-grown crystals is given mainly by two dominant groups of point
defects - residual acceptor impurities and cadmium vacancies. The concentration of residual
acceptor-like impurities (Na, Li, Cu..) is usually at level about p~1015cm-3, the concentration of
cadmium vacancies depends on the crystal growth process. If the crystal is prepared by the
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Fig.5.1: Typical IR transmittance spectra of Cd-rich (red line) and Te-rich (green line) CdTe crystals.

Bridgman method (or its modification) at high cadmium pressure PCd>1.2atm, grown ingot
contains low concentration of VCd and exhibits the carrier concentration below 1015cm-3. The type
of conductivity is given by residual donors and acceptors. Typical transmittance spectrum of such a
crystal is plotted as a red line A in Fig.5.1 [49,80,82,83]. If the crystal contains tellurium
enrichment (crystals prepared by the Bridgman technique or its modifications at low PCd<1.2atm),
beside acceptor-like impurities the ingot contains also native acceptor VCd with concentration above
1015cm-3. Hence, the overall carrier concentration can reach even p=1016cm-3 and typical IR
transmittance spectrum of such Te-rich crystal is plotted as a green line B in Fig.5.1 [76,78,83].
The line C in Fig.5.2 shows typical IR transmittance spectrum in the energy range of 0.5-

Fig.5.2: Red line represents a typical IR transmittance of the most of investigated as-grown undoped
CdTe, CdZnTe, CdTe:In and CdTe:Cl samples as well as samples cooled slowly (<2°C/min.) after the
annealing.
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Fig.5.3: IR transmittance spectra of as-grown samples (line A), samples annealed in Cd vapor (lines B
and C) and samples annealed in a Te atmosphere (lines D, E and F).

1.5eV for as-grown samples and samples annealed at temperature below 700°C with slow postanneal cooling (<2°C/min.). It can be seen that measured spectra are very close to the theoretical
limit. Similar spectra were also observed in as-grown samples with high density of Te inclusions
with diameter up to 30μm. The density of inclusions was probably too low to affect the IR
transmittance spectra by any type of absorption and their size was too large to affect the spectra by
any type of scattering mechanism.
Annealing of Cd-rich and Te-rich undoped CdZnTe and CdTe crystals in a Cd atmosphere
in the temperature range of 600-700°C for 24 hours followed by a slow cooling (<2°C/min.) led to
an increase of the IR transmittance and spectra exhibited behavior as the line A in Fig.5.1
[49,80,82,83]. This can be explained by an annihilation of VCd by in-diffusion of Cdi into the CdTe
matrix during the Cd-rich annealing and resulting in a marked decrease of [VCd]. Hence, annealed
samples exhibit usually the carrier concentration below 1015cm-3. When the applied annealing
temperature during the Cd-rich annealing was higher than 850°C, a decrease of the IR
transmittance at energies below 0.2eV was observed (see lines B and C in Fig.5.3) [83]. In this
case, the electron concentration of annealed samples was higher than n=3×1015cm-3 and the free
carrier absorption was activated. Since the diffusion of native defects, especially Cdi under Cd-rich
conditions, is very fast at temperature above 850°C, [Cdi] quickly decreases during post-anneal
cooling and the carrier concentration higher than 3×1015cm-3 of samples cooled back to the room
temperature is rather caused by a diffusion of donor-like impurities from the annealing ampoule to
the sample during the high-temperature annealing. The origin of impurities is not clear.
Annealing of undoped samples under Te overpressure was performed in the temperature
range of 700-850°C. Annealed samples exhibited the final p-type concentration p=2×1016cm-3
independently on applied annealing conditions (sample temperature, Te pressure) and transmittance
spectra were similar to the line B in Fig.5.1 [76,78,83]. To find more significant dependence of the
IR transmittance on annealing conditions in samples annealed in Te vapor, slightly In-doped CdTe
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with n=7×1014cm-3 were used for annealing experiments. Obtained spectra are plotted as lines D, E
and F in Fig.5.3 [83]. Since the concentration of dominant donor level InCd in CdTe:In was
constant, the final p-type concentration of samples was given by [VCd] and [TeCd] modulated by
applied Te-rich annealing conditions. The final spectra can be analyzed by taking into account
interplay of the FCA phenomenon (E<0.2eV) and scattering of the IR radiation on Te nanoparticles
(E=0.2-0.4eV).

5.4. Annealing followed by a fast cooling
The next part of experiments was focused on high-temperature annealing of undoped
samples under Cd or Te overpressure followed by a fast post-anneal cooling (>5°C/min. or
quenching in the air) [83]. Annealing of the samples in Cd vapor in the temperature range of 8501030°C for 24 hours followed by fast cooling led to a non-standard absorption at energies higher
than 0.5eV (see the line B in Fig.5.4). The absorption did not exhibit any temperature dependence
in the range of 5.6-300K, except the transmission modulation at about 0.85eV. In addition, high
density of small (estimated size ~1μm) Cd precipitates created during (>5°C/min.) fast post-anneal
cooling and examined by IR microscopy (Fig.5.5b) was observed in annealed samples. Hence, the
non-standard decrease of the IR transmittance can be rather explained by the Mie scattering
mechanism of the IR light on Cd precipitates than by any type of the absorption mechanism. The
explanation of temperature modulation around 0.85eV is not clear at this moment.
In all samples annealed in Cd vapor followed by a slow cooling, the electron concentration
increased with applied annealing temperature and Cd pressure. However, the quicker cooling after
the annealing was, the lower electron concentration and larger density of Cd precipitates were
found. This effect can be explained by enhanced capture of donor-like extrinsic defects in
precipitates. Therefore, only charged particles on the surface of precipitates are electrically active
and contribute to the electrical conductivity.

Fig.5.4: IR transmittance of as-grown sample (line A), sample quenched after Cd-rich annealing (line B)
and sample quenched after Te-rich annealing (line C).
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Fig.5.5: IR microscope images of (a) as-grown sample without any second phase defects, (b) sample
quenched after the Cd-rich annealing in the temperature interval 900-1030°C for 24 hours and
containing Cd precipitates and (c) sample quenched after Te-rich annealing in the temperature range of
700-850°C for 24 hours and containing Te precipitates.

Quenching of samples annealed in Te vapor also led to an occurrence of a non-standard
absorption in the transmittance spectra at energies above 0.5eV (line C in Fig.5.4). In samples
annealed in a Te atmosphere no temperature dependence was found. Moreover, in all quenched
samples a large density of Te precipitates formed probably by precipitation of VCd and TeCd with
size around 1μm was observed (Fig.5.5c). Similarly as in Cd-rich case, the non-standard absorption
can be rather attributed to the scattering of the IR light on Te precipitates than to any type of
absorption mechanism.

5.5. As-grown crystals highly doped by In and Cl
Samples from highly doped CdTe:In and CdTe:Cl were cut from different parts of CdTe:In
and CdTe:Cl ingot to investigate their IR transmittance behavior. The dopant concentration in both
crystals exceeded all other point defects present in crystals and the free carrier concentration of
samples was n=[In] and n=[Cl], respectively, and was in good agreement with the segregation

Fig.5.6: IR transmittance of highly doped CdTe:In and CdTe:Cl.
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coefficients of In and Cl in CdTe crystals [18]. The IR transmittance spectra measured at energies
below 0.5eV are shown in Fig.5.6 [83]. The IR transmittance at low energies decreased
proportionally with increasing free carrier concentration of samples and can be described by the
FCA phenomenon. No additional absorption was observed at energies above 0.5eV and spectra
followed the theoretical transmittance values (see the line C in Fig.5.2). The additional absorption
above 0.2eV observed in some studies [84] in heavily doped CdZnTe crystals usually attributed to
a scattering of IR light on Te precipitates was not observed in CdTe crystals investigated in this
work. Hence, the additional absorption observed in [84] can be connected with the presence of Zn
in the CdTe lattice. However, no more detail investigation of heavily doped CdZnTe crystals was
carried out.
Similar spectra as in Fig.5.6 were also observed in semi-insulating CdTe:In and CdTe:Cl
annealed in Cd vapor. In these crystals a good initial compensation was disturbed by a Cd
annealing resulting in samples with high free electron concentration given by dominant donor-like
point defect InCd or ClTe, respectively.

5.6. Absorption coefficient analysis
From measured transmittance spectra additional information about the mechanism of the
free carrier absorption (FCA) can be determined. The analysis is based on the evaluation of the
slope, when the absorption coefficient versus wavelength is plotted. Calculated values of the
exponent for three typical spectra modulated by the FCA are shown in Fig.5.7. Spectra of highly
doped CdTe:In and CdTe:Cl samples exhibited m=2.68 (black line in Fig.5.7), what can be
explained by the FCA on optical phonons. Even if samples contained [Cl]~ 4×1017cm-3, no change
of the exponent and simultaneously the absorption mechanism was found. Undoped CdTe and
CdZnTe samples annealed in a Cd atmosphere at temperature above 850°C exhibited similar
exponent m=2.72 connected with the FCA on phonons (blue line in Fig.5.7). A non-standard
exponent m=0.74 was found in Te-rich crystals and in samples annealed in Te vapor (red line in
Fig.5.7). The reason for this result cannot be explained within the theoretical predictions and
remains unclear.

Fig.5.7: An analysis of the absorption coefficient α of various types of CdTe/CdZnTe samples.
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5.7. Summary
IR transmittance spectroscopy is one of the typical optical characterization method
describing CdTe-based crystals. Values of IR transmission at about λ=10μm are crucial for
Cd0.96Zn0.04Te substrates used for preparation of HgCdTe infrared detectors. Transmittance
properties of different types of as-grown CdTe-based material were in detail investigated.
Moreover, the properties of crystals were modified by an application of various annealing
treatments. From obtained results, few characteristic tendencies of IR transmittance spectra can be
distinguished.
Very good correlation between obtained spectra and measured free carrier concentration of
samples highly doped by donor-like dopants (In or Cl) was found and observed dependence was
attributed to the free carrier absorption mechanism. Similar results were obtained after annealing of
semi-insulating CdTe:In and CdTe:Cl samples annealed in Cd atmosphere and also in undoped
CdTe samples annealed in Cd vapor at high temperature followed by slow post-anneal cooling.
Typical “Te-rich” spectrum at energies below 0.5eV was found in as-grown Te-rich
crystals with p>3×1015cm-3 and in samples annealed in Te vapor. The spectrum was modulated by
interplay of the FCA mechanism and scattering of the IR light on Te nanoparticles.
A non-standard absorption at energies above 0.5eV was observed in samples quenched
after high temperature annealing in Cd (or Te) atmosphere. The absorption was attributed to Mie
scattering of the IR radiation on Cd (or Te) precipitates with the size about 1μm observed in
quenched samples by IR microscopy.
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Conclusions
The dissertation was focused on investigation of structural, electrical and optical properties
of CdZnTe substrates for epitaxial growth and CdTe/CdZnTe bulk detectors of X-ray and gammaray radiation. As-grown samples were investigated by various characterization techniques and their
properties were modified by an annealing treatment. The quality of both types of materials is
strongly affected by the presence of the second phase defects – inclusions. Two types of inclusions
were identified in CdTe/CdZnTe crystals – cadmium and tellurium inclusions. Their size and
density was successfully reduced by application of a suitable post-growth annealing in a
cadmium/tellurium overpressure. Moreover, an application of a slow post-anneal cooling was
necessary for suppression of Cd/Te precipitates formation. In case of the substrate-grade
Cd0.96Zn0.04Te material, an annealing in Cd vapor at temperature below 850°C was found to be
effective for increase of the infrared transmittance near application interesting region λ=10.6μm.
On the other hand, CdTe/CdZnTe detectors contain usually Te inclusions and Cd-rich annealing
was applied for their elimination. However, this thermal treatment led to a significant decrease of
the material resistivity and re-annealing of the material in a Te atmosphere was necessary for the
high-resistivity restoration. This reproducible method was found to be effective in CdTe:Cl crystals
with [Cl]=2×1017cm-3. However, another important parameter of CdTe-based radiation detectors –
mobility-lifetime product – markedly dropped after application of a two-step annealing on
commercially produced detectors. Hence, study of the annealing conditions leading to
improvement of the detection ability of semi-insulating CdTe:Cl crystals should follow.
The next part of the work was focused on investigation of transport properties of CdTe
crystals directly at high temperatures. The measurements were performed at various temperatures
and partial pressures. Obtained data were in good agreement with the theoretical calculations
published in the literature. In addition, a non-standard double relaxation after a large step-like
change of pressure to lower PCd was observed and investigated. Obtained data can be used as a
feed-back for crystal growers for optimization of the crystal growth process, provide a deep
understanding of electrical properties during cooling of the crystal and can be also used for
optimization of post-growth annealing conditions (temperature, time, post-anneal cooling rate..)
leading to improvement of the material properties.
In the last part of the thesis, an effect of high-temperature annealing followed by various
cooling regimes on the infrared transmittance of CdTe-based materials was investigated. Crystals
with the carrier concentration above 3×1015cm-3 exhibited decrease of the infrared transmittance at
low energies attributed to the free carrier absorption. A non-standard decrease of the transmittance
was observed in the samples, which were quenched after the annealing. Obtained results give an
extensive review of physical phenomena affecting the IR transmittance behavior. Results can be
used for improvement of the annealing conditions leading to a maximization of the IR
transmittance in application interesting infrared regions.
To conclude, this work attempts to provide a comprehensive understanding of the
annealing processes and to investigate the effect of annealing conditions on structural, electrical
and optical properties of bulk CdTe-based crystals.
In future continuation of the research an optimization of a two-step annealing treatment of
semi-insulting CdTe:Cl detectors should be performed resulting in improvement of the detection
ability, especially improvement of the mobility-lifetime product. This research should be supported
by further high-temperature “in-situ” Hall effect measurements with purified tungsten wires. These
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experiments with as pure as possible wires can provide additional information about the point
defects behavior at high temperatures and also optimize the annealing conditions. On the other
hand, obtained knowledge from annealing and infrared transmittance experiments can be utilized in
measurements of the position of the absorption edge of CdTe in the temperature interval 0-1000°C.
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